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1. Introduction
In 1967, Sellers [13] defined certain chain complexes C*=p0 C
*
p
corresponding to partitions * of a positive integer n. He called them
partition complexes. This paper is an extension of his work. The dimensions
of the chain groups C *p are of combinatorial interest. For example if n=4
they are given in the following table [13, p. 53].
* dim C *0 dim C
*
1 dim C
*
2 dim C
*
3 dim C
*
4
4 1 4 6 4 1
31 1 7 15 13 4
22 1 8 19 18 6
211 1 11 31 33 12
1111 1 15 50 60 24
In general the first row of the table, corresponding to the partition (n),
contains binomial coefficients. The last row, corresponding to the partition
1n=(1, 1, ..., 1) has p-th entry equal to p! S(n+1, p+1) where S( , ) means
Stirling number of the second kind [13, p. 39]. The last column of the
table, corresponding to p=n contains the indices of the Young subgroups
of the symmetric group on n letters. Sellers computed the homology of C *
and found [13, Theorems 8,10] that if *=(*1 , ..., *q) has q parts then
dim Hp(C*)=\qp+ . (1.1)
In this paper we will put Sellers’ construction in a more general context.
Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let R=K[X] be the polynomial
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algebra in a finite set X of indeterminates . Sometimes we number the
indeterminates and write X=[x1 , ..., xn] and R=K[x1 , ..., xn]. The nota-
tion K[X] allows us to avoid double subscripts. Let R+ be the ideal of R
generated by X. A monomial is a product of elements of X allowing repeated
factors. We agree that the identity element 1R is a monomial. Let U be the
set of all monomials and let U+=U & R+ be the set of all monomials
different from 1R . A multicomplex or a multicomplex of monomials is a
nonempty subset M of U such that u # M implies u$ # M whenever u$ # U
divides u. Thus 1R # M. If all elements of M are squarefree, we call M a
complex or a complex of monomials. Let M+=M & U+. If u # M let _(u)
be the set of x # X such that x divides u. Then
2=2M=[_(u) | u # M+] (1.2)
is a finite simplicial complex with vertex set included in X. In fact the
correspondence M  2M is bijective from the set of complexes of
monomials in K[X] to the set of simplicial complexes with vertices in X.
Nevertheless, for purposes of this paper, it is convenient to preserve the dis-
tinction between M and 2M .
We define homology groups H =, ’(M) which are determined by a multi-
complex M and a pair of K-algebra homomorphisms =, ’: R  K, as
follows. Let T(R)=p0 Tp(R) be the tensor algebra of R over K. We
identify T0(R) with K. Define a K-linear map a =, ’: T(R)  T(R) by
=, ’ 1=0 and
=, ’(r1  } } } rp)==(r1) r2 } } } rp
+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i r1 } } } ri ri+1 } } } rp
+(&1) p ’(rp) r1  } } } rp&1 (1.3)
for p1 and r1 , ..., rp # R. If p=1 this says that =, ’ r==(r)&’(r) for r # R.
Then T(R) is a chain complex. This is an example in the Hochschild
homology theory of associative algebras; see Section 9 2 for the appropriate
definitions. Let C0(M)=K. For p1 let Cp(M) be the K-vector space with
basis U +p (M) consisting of all u1  } } } up with ui # U
+ and u1 } } } up # M.
Then C(M) is a subcomplex of T (R). Let H=, ’(M) denote the homology
of C(M). Note that the chain groups C(M) depend only on M, but the
boundary operator and hence the homology depends on the chosen
homomorphisms =, ’.
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We define a second set of homology groups H |(M) which are deter-
mined by M and a function |: X  K as follows. Let V be the vector space
over K which has X as a basis. Extend | to a K-linear form on V, also
written |. Let  V be the exterior algebra of V over K where 0V=K.
Define a K-linear map |:  V   V by | 1=0, v=|(v) for v # V and
|(v1 7 } } } 7 vp)= :
p
i=1
(&1) i&1 |(vi) v1 7 } } } 7 v^i 7 } } } 7 vp (1.4)
for p2 and v1 , ..., vp # V. Then  V=p0  p V is a chain complex.
This is a familiar construction in exterior algebra [7, p. 118] which has
been used in the context of combinatorial problems on simplicial com-
plexes, for example by Bjo rner and Kalai in [2] with cohomology, and by
Sarkaria in [12].
Let 10(M)=K. For p1 let 1p(M) be the K-vector space spanned by
all x1 7 } } } 7 xp with xi # X and x1 } } } xp # M. Then 1(M)=p0 1p(M)
is a subcomplex of  V. Proposition 4.15 compares the homology groups
H |p (M) for fixed p and varying |. The extreme cases are |(x)=1 for all
x # X, in which case H |p (M)&Hp&1(2M), and |(x)=0 for all x # X in
which case dim H |p (M) is the number of squarefree monomials in M of
degree p.
Define a K-linear map: ‘:  V  T(V )T(R+) by ‘1=1 and
‘(v1 7 } } } 7 vp)= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) v?1 } } } v?p (1.5)
for p1 where v1 , ..., vp # V and Sp is the symmetric group on [1, ..., p].
The restriction ‘p of ‘ to  p V is a vector space isomorphism from  p V
to the space of skew symmetric tensors in Tp(V). Note that ‘ maps 1 (M)
into C(M). We will show in Lemma 2.6 that if |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X
then ‘|==, ’ ‘. Thus the restriction of ‘ to 1 (M) induces a K-linear map
‘
*
: H|(M)  H=, ’(M). The map ‘
*
depends on M as well as =, ’, | but,
to avoid clutter, we abuse notation and suppress this dependence in our
notation whenever possible. Our main result is that ‘
*
is an isomorphism.
We will prove
Theorem 1.6. Let M be a multicomplex of monomials in a set X of
indeterminates. Let =, ’: K[X]  K be K-algebra homomorphisms. Define
|: X  K by |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X. Then ‘
*
: H|(M)  H =, ’(M) is an
isomorphism.
Since the groups H=, ’(M) are harder to compute than the groups
H|(M) this theorem may be viewed as a method for computing the homol-
ogy H=, ’(M). For example if ==’ we have
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Corollary 1.7. Let M be a multicomplex of monomials in a set X of
indeterminates. Let =: K[X]  K be a K-algebra homomorphism. Then
H =, =p (M) has a basis of elements [‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)] where x1 } } } xp is a
squarefree monomial in M of degree p. In particular, dim H =, =p (M) is the
number of squarefree monomials in M of degree p.
Here [z] denotes the homology class corresponding to a cycle z. If p=0
it is understood that x1 7 } } } 7 xp=1. Corollary 1.7 follows at once from
Theorem 1.6; since |(x)==(x)&=(x)=0 for all x # X we have |=0 and
thus H=, =(M)&1 (M). Since x 7 x=0 for x # X it follows from Theorem
1.6 that for general =, ’ the homology classes in H=, ’(M) may be represented
by cycles which are skew symmetric tensors in T (V).
The next two paragraphs show that Corollary 1.7 contains a familiar
theorem of homological algebra and Sellers’ formula (1.1) as special cases.
Suppose first that =(x)=1=’(x) for all x # X and that M=U is the set
of all monomials. Then C(M)=T(R+) and 1(M)= V so Corollary 1.7
asserts that H=, =(U)& V as vector space over K. In fact [9, pps. 290291]
H=, =(U)&TorR(K= , K=) (1.8)
where K= means K viewed as left or right R-module via =. Thus Corollary
1.7 asserts in this case that TorR(K= , K=)& V as vector space over K. To
prove this last statement directly one may use the Koszul complex, as in
the books of MacLane [9. p. 205] and CartanEilenberg [3, p. 153]. In
fact one may use the Koszul complex as in [3, p. 193] to show that
TorR(K= , K=)& V for any K-algebra homomorphism =: R  K. Barr [1,
Proposition 3.3] showed how to compute H=, =(U) when =(x)=0 for all
x # X, using the cycles ‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp) in the Hochschild homology,
without using the Koszul complex. These cycles are analogous to cycles
which were defined by Eilenberg and MacLane in their work on the
homology theory of abelian groups [4].
Next let *=(*1 , ..., *q) be a partition of n with q parts. Suppose
=(x)=1=’(x) for all x # X. Fix x1 , ..., xq # X and let M=M* be the set of
divisors of x*11 } } } x
*q
q . Then C(M
*) with boundary operator =, = is Sellers’
complex C* and Corollary 1.7 implies Sellers’ formula (1.1). In the rest of
this paragraph, let x1 , ..., xp be arbitrary elements of X, not necessarily the
elements used to define M*. Sellers proved that the homology classes
[‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)] with xi # X and x1 } } } xp # M* are a basis for Hp(C*).
The linear independence of these classes over K follows from the inde-
pendence of the corresponding classes in H =, =(U) and hence from the facts
about TorR(K= , K=) stated in the preceding paragraph. See also the proof
of Lemma 5 in [13]. Thus the main thrust of Sellers’ formula (1.1) is the
assertion that the homology classes [‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)] with xi # X and
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x1 } } } xp # M* span H(C*). The same remark applies to Corollary 1.7. We
use several of Sellers’ ideas in Sections 9 5 and 9 6. In particular, the direct
sum decompositions of C(M), Z=, ’(M), B=, ’(M) as well as the dimension
argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.19 have their origin in [13,
pps. 3343]. The extraneous indeterminates Y introduced in Section 9 6
were suggested by the proof of Theorem 10 in [13].
There is a familiar special case of Theorem 1.6 in which we do not have
=(x)=’(x) for all x # X. Suppose that M is a complex of monomials and
that =(x)=1 for all x # X and ’(x)=0 for all x # X. Then the isomorphism
in Theorem 1.6 amounts to the isomorphism H(2)&H(Sd 2) of the
homology of a finite simplicial complex 2 with the homology of its
barycentric subdivision. In fact, we will see in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that
if 2=2M then there is a commutative diagram
C(2) ww* C(Sd 2)
(1.9)
1 (M) ww‘ C(M)
of chain complexes, where C(2), C(Sd 2) denote the groups of chains with
coefficients in K and the vertical maps are isomorphisms of vector spaces
which commute with the appropriate boundary operators. The map
*: C(2)  C(Sd 2) in the top row is chain derivation [8, p. l65], [10,
p. 99]. The theory of barycentric subdivision shows that * induces an
isomorphism in homology. It follows that ‘
*
: H|(M)  H =, ’(M) is an
isomorphism in this case. We will prove Theorem 1.6 by induction on the
number of x # X with =(x)=’(x). The case of barycentric subdivision,
where this number is zero, is the starting point for the induction.
The proof given by Lefschetz [8, pps. 166167] that * induces an
isomorphism of homology groups depends on the existence of a homotopy
inverse, a chain mapping +: C(Sd 2)  C(2) such that +* is the identity
map of C(2) and *+ is chain homotopic to the identity map of C(Sd 2).
This fact and the diagram (1.9) suggest that one might hope to prove
Theorem 1.6 by constructing a K-linear map !: C(M)  1 (M) such that (i)
!=, ’=| ! (ii) !‘ is the identity map of 1 (M) and (iii) !‘ is chain
homotopic to the identity map of C(M). In Section 9 7 we construct a map
! with properties (i) and (ii). This gives a proof that ‘
*
: H|(M)  H =, ’(M)
is injective, which is independent of the arguments in Sections 9 39 6. In
the case of barycentric subdivision, where =(x)=1 for all x # X and ’(x)=0
for all x # X, the map ! constructed here is not a simple modification of the
homotopy inverse +; see Remark 3.10. I do not know whether or not !‘ is
chain homotopic to the identity map of C(M).
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The construction of the map ! gives an explicit formula for it in terms
of certain polynomials which are defined by generating functions. The
following elementary fact about polynomials in several variables emerges as
a by-product of the construction. It has the flavor of the mean value
theorem in calculus of several variables and may be viewed as a generaliza-
tion of the identity
Pm&Qm=(Pm&1+Pm&2 Q+ } } } +Qm&1)(P&Q) m1.
The fact is that if P1 , ..., Pn , Q1 , ..., Qn are commuting indeterminates and
F # K[x1 , ..., xn] then there exist unique polynomials Fi # K[P1 , ..., Pn ,
Q1 , ..., Qn], depending on F. such that
F(P1 , ..., Pn)&F(Q1 , ..., Qn)= :
n
i=1
Fi (Pi&Qi )
and
Fi
Pj
=
Fj
Pi
Fi
Qj
=
Fj
Qi
1i, jn.
We will prove this in Proposition 7.19, which is stated in a manner which
makes it independent of all that precedes. For example with n=2 and
F=x21 x2 we have
P21P2&Q
2
1Q2=
1
3 (2P1P2+P1 Q2+Q1 P2+2Q1 Q2)(P1&Q1)
+13 (P
2
1+P1Q1+Q
2
1)(P2&Q2).
The construction suggests a question about matrices over an integral
domain S. Let Sn be the S-module of column vectors of length n and let
Mn(S) be the ring of n_n matrices over S. Let v=(s1 , ..., sn)$ # S n where $
means transpose. Let us agree, for present purposes, to say that a matrix
G=(Gij) # Mn(S ) is skew symmetric if Gij=&Gji and Gii=0. If G is skew
symmetric then clearly ni, j=1 Gij si sj=0. If H=(Hij ) # Mn(S) and Hv=0
then clearly ni, j=1 Hijsi sj=0. Thus if F=G+H then 
n
i, j=1 Fij sisj=0.
The question concerns the converse of this statement:
Question 1.10. Suppose v=(s1 , ..., sn)$ # Sn. If F=(Fij) # Mn(S) and
ni, j=1 Fij si sj=0 do there exist G, H # Mn(S) such that G is skew symmetric,
Hv=0 and F=G+H?
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This question arises naturally in Section 9 7 for S=K[P1 , ..., Pn ,
Q1 , ..., Qn]; see the remarks which follow (7.18). Here the answer is ‘‘yes’’
if v=(P1&Q1 , ..., Pn&Qn)$ and n3, but is not known to the writer if
v=(P1&Q1 , ..., P4&Q4)$. The answer is ‘‘yes’’ if S is a principal ideal
domain and v # Sn is arbitrary. On the other hand the answer is ‘‘no’’ for
S=Z[- &3] if v=(1+- &3, 1&- &3)$. The matrix F=( 10 11) cannot
be written in the desired form; the obstruction is a factor of 2 in the
denominator.
Here is an outline of the paper. In 9 2 we define the groups H=, ’(M) and
H|(M). In 9 39 5 we assume that M is a complex. We start the induction
in 9 3. For the inductive step we may assume that there is an indeterminate
x # X with =(x)=’(x). We construct two short exact sequences relative to
this chosen indeterminate, one for the homology H| and one for the
homology H=, ’. We construct the exact sequence for H | in 9 4. This
sequence allows one to compute H|(M) in terms of the homology of finite
simplicial complexes. It has the flavor of the exact sequence for deletion
and restriction which occurs in the theory of hyperplane arrangements
[11]. We give some examples at the end of 9 4. We construct the exact
sequence for H=, ’ in 9 5. This construction is very much influenced by
Sellers’ paper. Comparison of the exact sequences for H=, ’ and H |
completes the proof in case the monomials in M are squarefree. In 9 6 we
remove the restriction that the monomials are squarefree. In 9 7 we
construct the map !. This section is independent of 9 39 6.
I do not know if K can be replaced by Z in the statement of Theorem
1.6 as in the case of barycentric subdivision. Gerstenhaber and Schack
[6] have shown that there is a ring isomorphism between the integral
cohomology ring of Sd 2 and a ring defined in terms of Hochschild
cohomology. I do not know if there is an analogous ring isomorphism in
the =, ’ setup of this paper.
Notation which has already been introduced, will sometimes be used
without further comment. We use N for the set of nonnegative integers. All
chain complexes are vector spaces over a field K of characteristic zero. If
V is any vector space over K we identify 1 # K with the unit element of
the tensor algebra T(V) or exterior algebra  V. We do not identify 1 # K
with the unit element 1R of R. Thus 1 # T0(R) while 1R # T1(R). If C, C$
are chain complexes with boundary operators , $ and :: C  C$ is a
K-linear map with :=$: we let :
*
: H(C )  H(C$) denote the induced
K-linear map in homology. If z is a cycle in a chain complex we let [z]
denote the corresponding homology class. The homology of a simplicial
complex 2 is always reduced homology with coefficients in K and is written
H(2).
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2. Some Chain Complexes Defined by Monomials
Recall the chain complexes C(R, N) which are used to define the
Hochschild homology groups [9, p. 288] of an associative K-algebra R
with coefficients in an (R, R)-bimodule N. Let T(R)=p0 Tp(R) be the
tensor algebra of R over K. Let Cp(R, N)=NTp(R) and let C(R, N)=
p0 Cp(R, N). The Hochschild boundary operator : Cp(R, N) 
Cp&1(R, N) is defined for p=0 by y=0 for y # N and
( yr1 } } } rp)=yr1r2  } } } rp
+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i yr1 } } } ri ri+1 } } } rp
+(&1) p rp yr1  } } } rp&1
for p1, y # N and r1 , ..., rp # R. If p=1 we have ( yr)=yr&ry. The
Hochschild homology groups Hp(R, N) of R with coefficients in the
bimodule N are by definition the homology groups of this complex:
Hp(R, N)=Hp(NT(R)).
Henceforth let R=K[X] and let R+ be the ideal of R spanned over K
by the monomials in R of positive degree. Let H denote the set of
K-algebra homomorphisms from R to K. If = # H it is understood that
=(1R)=1. Since an element of H is determined by its values on X and these
values may be prescribed arbitrarily, there is a bijection H W KX where KX
denotes the set of K-valued functions on X. We do not identify H with
KX because KX will play a different role. Choose =, ’ # H. Define an
(R, R)-bimodule structure on K by rk=’(r)k and kr==(r)k for k # K. Let
’K= denote this bimodule. Choose N to be ’K= and identify the vector
spaces Cp(R, N)&Tp(R) and C(R, N)&T(R). Then the Hochschild
boundary operator is given by (1.3) where we write ==, ’ to denote the
dependence on =, ’. Thus T(R) is a chain complex with boundary operator
=, ’ and T(R+) is a subcomplex. Since C(M)T(R+) we usually ignore
the element 1R # T1(R). Nevertheless, 1R is used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let U/R be the set of all monomials. For p1 let Up be the set of all
u1  } } } up with ui # U for 1ip. Thus Up is a K-basis for Tp(R). Let
M be a multicomplex. For p1 let
U+p (M)=[u1  } } } up | ui # U
+ and u1 } } } up # M]. (2.1)
Define a chain complex C(M) as follows. Let C0(M)=K. For p1 let Cp(M)
be the K-vector space with basis U +p (M). If U
+
p (M) is empty we agree that
Cp(M)=0. If u1  } } } up # U +p (M) then, since M is a multicomplex, we
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have u2 } } } up # M and u1 } } } up&1 # M. It follows from (1.3) that
=, ’Cp(M)Cp&1(M). Thus
C(M)= 
p0
Cp(M) (2.2)
is a subcomplex of T(R+)=p0 Tp(R+). Note that the chain group
C(M) depends only on M and not on the choice of =, ’. Let Z=, ’(M)
denote the space of cycles, let B=, ’(M) denote the space of boundaries, and
let H =, ’(M)=Z=, ’(M)B=, ’(M) denote the homology groups of this com-
plex. For p0 let H =, ’p (M) denote the p-th homogeneous component of
H=, ’(M).
Example 2.3. Suppose X=[x, y] and M=[1R , x, y, xy]. The spaces
Cp(M) have bases given by
C0(M): 1 C1(M): x, y, xy C2(M): xy, yx
The rows in Table I give K-bases for the cycle groups and homology
groups of M=[1R , x, y, xy] corresponding to the four homomorphisms
=: R  K with [=(x), =( y)][0, 1]. We will see in Lemma 3.6 that it suf-
fices, in computing homology, to consider the groups H=, ’(M) for which
=(x) # [0, 1] and ’(x)=0 for all x # X.
Let V=KX be the vector space with basis X. If | # K X define a K-linear
map | :  V   V as in (1.4). This gives  V the structure of a chain
complex. If M is a multicomplex, let 10(M)=K and for p1 let 1p(M) be
the subspace of  V spanned by the x1 7 } } } 7 xp with xi # X and
x1 } } } xp # M. Let
1 (M)= 
p0
1p(M). (2.4)
Since x 7 x=0 for x # X, only the squarefree monomials in M contribute
to 1 (M). Since M is a multicomplex it follows from (1.4) that |1 (M)
1 (M). Thus 1 (M) is a subcomplex of  V. Let Z|(M) denote the space
TABLE I
=(x) =( y ) Z=, 00 (M) Z
=, 0
1 (M) Z
=, 0
2 (M) H
=, 0
0 (M) H
=, 0
1 (M) H
=, 0
2 (M)
0 0 1 x, y, xy xy&yx [1] [x], [ y] [xy&yx]
1 0 1 y, xy 0 [0] [0] [0]
0 1 1 x, xy 0 [0] [0] [0]
1 1 1 x&xy, y&xy 0 [0] [0] [0]
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of cycles, let B|(M) denote the space of boundaries, and let H|(M)=
Z|(M)B|(M) denote the homology of this complex. For p0 let Z|p (M),
B|p (M) and H
|
p (M) denote the degree p homogeneous components of these
spaces. We will see in Lemma 3.3 that it suffices, in computing homology,
to consider only the groups H |(M) for which |(x) # [0, 1] for all x # X.
The following example computes these groups H|(M) in case X=[x, y]
and M=[1R , x, y, xy].
Example 2.5. Suppose X=[x, y] and M=[1R , x, y, xy]. The spaces
1p(M) have bases given by
10(M): 1 11(M): x, y 12(M): x 7 y
The cycle and homology groups have K-bases given by Table II below.
Tables I and II show that H=, 0(M)&H |(M) if M=[1R , x, y, xy],
|(x)==(x) # [0, 1] and |( y)==( y) # [0, 1]. In Example 4.11 we compute
H|(M) when M consists of all divisors of x1 x2 } } } xn and | is arbitrary.
Lemma 2.6. Let ‘:  V  T(V)T(R) be the map defined in (1.5). If
=, ’: R  K are K-algebra homomorphisms and we define |: X  K by
|(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X then ‘|==, ’‘.
Proof. Let v1 , ..., vp # V. It follows from the definition of =, ’ and ‘
that =, ’‘(v1 7 } } } 7 vp) is a sum of ( p+1)p! terms. The ( p&1)p! terms
which do not involve = or ’ cancel in pairs, since sgn(?) v?1 } } } 
v?iv?(i+1) } } } v?p=&sgn(\) v\1 } } } v\iv\(i+1) } } } v\p when ?&1\
is the transposition of i and i+1. Thus
=, ’‘(v1 7 } } } 7vp)= :
? # Sp
sgn(?)(=(v?1) v?2 } } } v?p
+(&1) p ’(v?p) v?1 } } } v?( p&1)).
For fixed ? # Sp define { # Sp by ?i={(i+1) for i=1, ..., p&1 and ?p={1.
Since {&1 ? is a p-cycle we have sgn({)=(&1) p&1 sgn(?). Thus
=, ’‘(v1 7 } } } 7 vp)= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) |(v?1) v?2  } } } v?p .
TABLE II
|(x) |( y ) Z|0 (M) Z
|
1 (M) Z
|
2 (M) H
|
0 (M) H
|
1 (M) H
|
2 (M)
0 0 1 x, y x 7y [1] [x], [ y] [x 7 y]
1 0 1 y 0 [0] [0] [0]
0 1 1 x 0 [0] [0] [0]
1 1 1 y&x 0 [0] [0] [0]
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Now separate the permutations ? according to the image of 1 under ?. For
i=1, ..., p we have
:
?1=i
sgn(?) v?2  } } } v?p=(&1) i&1 ‘(v1 7 } } } 7 v^i 7 } } } 7 vp).
The assertion follows. K
If M is a multicomplex then ‘: 1 (M)  C(M). Tables II and III show
that ‘
*
: H=, 0(M)&H |(M) in case M=[1R , x, y, xy] and | is the restric-
tion of = to X.
3. Start of the Induction
Let M be a multicomplex. Let =, ’, =$, ’$ # H. Define |, |$ # KX by
|(x)==(x)&’(x) and |$(x)==$(x)&’$(x) for x # X. If Theorem 1.6 is true
and |(x)=|$(x) for all x # X then H=, ’(M)&H =$, ’$(M). Our first aim in
this section is to prove this consequence of Theorem 1.6. This will help us
to start the inductive proof of the theorem. Cartan and Eilenberg [3,
p. 193] used the automorphism of R defined by x  x&1R for x # X to
reduce the computation of TorR(K= , K=) when =(x)=1 for all x # X to the
case when =(x)=0 for all x # X. The idea here is similar, but requires a
little more work.
Let A be the group of K-algebra automorphisms of R. Note that an
element % # A is determined by the %x for x # X. If % # A we extend % to a
K-linear map %: T(R)  T(R) by defining %(r1 } } } rp)=%r1 } } } %rp
for r1 , ..., rp # R. If = # H and % # A define a map %=: R  K by
(%=)(r)==(%&1r) for r # R. Then %= # H and (%%)$==%(%$=) for %, %$ # A.
Thus A acts as a group of permutations of H. Since % is a K-algebra
automorphism we have
%=, ’=%=, %’%. (3.1)
Suppose :, ; # KX and :(x){0 for all x # X. Define %:, ; # A by
%:, ;(x)=:(x)x+;(x)1R for x # X. The set of these automorphisms %:, ; is
a subgroup B of A, generated by the automorphisms {; : x  x+;(x)1R
and +: : x  :(x)x for x # X.
Lemma 3.2. Let =, ’, =$, ’$ # H. Define |, |$ # KX by |(x)==(x)&’(x)
and |$(x)==$(x)&’$(x) for x # X. If |=|$ and ‘
*
: H |(M)  H=, ’(M) is
an isomorphism then ‘
*
: H|(M)  H=$, ’$(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. There is a slight abuse of notation in the statement of the
lemma; see the remark which precedes the statement of Theorem 1.6 and
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the last paragraph of the present argument. First we use the hypothesis
|=|$ to construct an explicit isomorphism H =, ’(M)&H =$, ’$(M). Let
;(x)==(x)&=$(x)=’(x)&’$(x). Let {={; # B. Then ({=)(x)==({&1x)=
=(x&;(x)1R)==(x)&;(x)==$(x) so {===$. Similarly {’=’$. If p1 and
u1  } } } up # U +p (M) then {(u1 } } } up) is a K-linear combination of
elements v1 } } } vp where vi # [u1 , ..., up] or vi=1R . Thus { does not
map C(M) into C(M). We use a projection to eliminate the undesired
summands in {(u1  } } } up). Let W be the subspace of T(R) spanned by
all u1 } } } up with p1, ui # U and ui=1R for some 1ip. Thus
T(R)=T(R+)W. Let ?: T(R)  T(R+) be the projection which fixes
T(R+) and annihilates W. Let @: T(R+)  T(R) be the inclusion map.
Define ,: T(R+)  T(R+) by ,=?{@. For example if x, y, z # X then
,(xyz)=?((x&;(x) 1R)( y&;( y)1R) (z&;(z)1R))
=xyz&;( y ) xz&;(x) yz.
Since {1R=1R we have {WW. It follows that ?{?=?{. Let {$={&; and
let ,$=?{$@. Then ,,$=?{@ } ?{$@=?{?{$@=?{{$@=?@ is the identity map of
T(R+). Similarly, interchanging the roles of {, {$ we see that ,$, is the
identity map of T(R+) so , is invertible. It follows from the definition of
=, ’ that W is stable under =, ’. This is the key point. Since T(R+) is also
stable under =, ’ we have ?=, ’==, ’?. Similarly ?=$, ’$==$, ’$?. Since
{===$ and {’=’$ it follows from (3.1) that =$, ’$,==$, ’$?{=?=$, ’${=
?{=, ’=,=, ’ on T(R+). Note that ,C(M)C(M). Let  be the restric-
tion of , to C(M). Then =$, ’$==, ’. Since , is invertible so is . Thus

*
: H=, ’(M)  H=$, ’$(M) is an isomorphism.
To complete the proof we must remove an abuse of notation and
distinguish between the maps H|(M)  H=, ’(M) and H |(M)  H=$, ’$(M)
which are induced by ‘. Call these maps ‘
*
, ‘$
*
. Thus if c # Z|(M)
then ‘
*
(c+B|(M))=‘c+B=, ’(M) and ‘$
*
(c+B|(M))=‘c+B=$, ’$(M). If
x1 , ..., xp # X then
{(x1 } } } xp)=(x1&;(x1)1R) } } }  (xp&;(xp)1R).
Thus ,(x1 } } } xp)=x1  } } } xp for xi # X so ‘c=‘$c and thus

*
‘
*
=‘$
*
. K
Lemma 3.3 Let | # KX. Suppose : # KX and :(x){0 for all x # X. Let
|$(x)=:(x)&1 |(x). Then H|(M)&H |$(M).
Proof. Define a K-linear map &=&: :  V   V by &1=1 and
&(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)=:(x1) } } } :(xp) x1 7 } } } 7 xp for p1 and x1 , ..., xp # X.
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Then &|=|$&. Note that &1 (M)1 (M) and that & is invertible; its
inverse is &:$ where :$(x)=:(x)&1 for x # X. Thus &*: H
|(M)  H|$(M) is
an isomorphism.
Lemma 3.4. Let =, ’, =$, ’$ # H. Define |, |$ # KX by |(x)==(x)&’(x)
and |$(x)==$(x)&’$(x) for x # X. Suppose there exists : # KX with =(x)=
:(x) =$(x), ’(x)=:(x) ’$(x), and :(x){0 for all x # X. Let +=+: and
&=&: . Then there is a commutative diagram
H |(M) ww
&
* H|$(M)
‘
*
‘
*
H=, ’(M) ww
+
* H =$, ’$(M)
in which the horizontal maps are isomorphisms.
Proof. If x # X then (+=)(x)==(+&1x)==(:(x)&1 x)=:(x)&1 =(x)==$(x).
Thus +===$. Similarly +’=’$. It follows from (3.1) that +=, ’==$, ’$+.
Note that +C(M)C(M) and that + is invertible; its inverse is +:$ where
:$(x)=:(x)&1 for x # X. Thus +
*
: H=, ’(M)  H=$, ’$(M) is an isomorphism.
Since ‘&=+‘ the desired assertion follows from Lemma 3.3. K
The group B acts on H_H by %(=, ’)=(%=, %’). Say that a pair
(=, ’) # H_H is reduced if =(x) # [0, 1] for all x # X and ’(x)=0 for all
x # X. If ’(x)=0 for all x # X we write ’=0.
Lemma 3.5. Every B-orbit on H_H contains a unique reduced pair. If
(=, ’) and (=$, ’$) lie in the same B-orbit, then the number of x # X with
=(x)=’(x) is equal to the number of x # X with =$(x)=’$(x).
Proof. Let (=, ’) # H_H. Then ({’ ’)(x)=’(x)&’(x)=0 for all x # X
so {’’=0. Thus the B-orbit of (=, ’) contains an element of the form (=$, 0).
Define : # KX by :(x)=1 if =$(x)=0 and :(x)==$(x) if =$(x){0. Let
="=+: =$ Then ="(x)=0 if =$(x)=0 and ="(x)=1 if =$(x){0. Thus
(=", 0)=+:(=$, 0) is a reduced pair in the orbit of (=, ’). The uniqueness is
clear. The second assertion of the lemma is clear since the automorphisms
+: and {; preserve the number of x with =(x)=’(x). K
Lemma 3.6. Suppose (=, ’) and (=$, ’$) lie in the same B-orbit. Then
H=, ’(M)&H=$, ’$(M). Furthermore, if ‘
*
: H |(M)  H =, ’(M) is an iso-
morphism then ‘
*
: H|$(M)  H=$, ’$(M) is an isomorphism. Thus it suffices
to prove Theorem 1.6 in case (=, ’) is reduced.
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Proof. Since the elements {; and +: generate B the assertions follow
from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. K
We will use the normalization allowed by Lemma 3.6 to prove the
following lemma, which allows us to start the induction in Proposition 5.26.
The rest of the paper does not use this normalization.
Lemma 3.7. Let M be a complex of monomials and let =, ’ # H. Define
| # KX by |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X. If |(x){0 for all x # X then
‘
*
: H|(M)  H=, ’(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that the reduced pair (=$, ’$) in the
B-orbit of (=, ’) satisfies =(x)=1 for all x # X and ’(x)=0 for all x # X. By
Lemma 3.6 we may assume that =(x)=1 for all x # X and ’(x)=0 for all
x # X. Thus |(x)=1 for all x # X.
Let 2=2M be the simplicial complex defined in (1.2). The oriented
simplexes of 2 will be written [x1 , ..., xp] where x1 , ..., xp # M and
[x?1 , ..., x?p]=sgn(?)[x1 , ..., xp] for ? # Sp . Let C(2) be the group of
chains of 2 with coefficients in K, augmented by a group C&1(2)=K. Thus
the corresponding homology H(2) is reduced homology with coefficients in
K. The vertices of the barycentric subdivision Sd 2 are the nonempty
subsets of X which lie in 2; a collection of vertices of Sd 2 is a simplex of
Sd 2 if and only if it is linearly ordered by inclusion. If [x1 , ..., xp] # 2 we
let u=x1 } } } xp # M denote the corresponding vertex of Sd 2. Thus the
oriented simplexes of Sd 2 may be written in the form [u1 , ..., up] where
ui # M+ and ui+1 divides ui for 1ip&1. Let C(Sd 2) denote the group
of chains of Sd 2 with coefficients in K, augmented by a group
C&1(Sd 2)=K. Let  denote the usual boundary operator in C(2) or
C(Sd 2) In the case of 2 the augmentation is x=1 for x # X & M. In the
case of C(Sd 2) the augmentation is u=1 for u # U. Define a K-linear
map }: C(2)  1 (M) by }1=1 and }[x1 , ..., xp]=x1 7 } } } 7 xp for p1.
Then } is an isomorphism, homogeneous of degree &1 and }=| }
because |(xi)=1 in (1.4). Thus
}
*
: Hp&1(2)&H |p (M) (3.8)
is an isomorphism for p0. Let *: C(2)  C(Sd 2) be chain derivation
[8, pp. l65167], [10, p. 99] defined by induction on the dimension of an
oriented simplex as follows. Set *1=1. If x is a vertex of 2 define
*[x]=[x]. For p2 define
*[x1 , ..., xp]=[u, *[x1 , ..., xp]]
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where u=x1 , ..., xp # M is a vertex of Sd 2. It is understood that
the bracket symbol on the right is linear its second argument and that
superfluous brackets are omitted. Thus, for example
*[x1 , x2]=[x1x2 , *[x1 , x2]]=[x1x2 , x2&x1]
=[x1 x2 , x2]&[x1x2 , x1].
It follows by induction that
*[x1 , ..., xp]= :
? # Sp
sgn(?)[ y?, 1 , ..., y?, p]
where y?, i=x?ix?(i+1) } } } x?p # M for 1ip. From the theory of barycen-
tric subdivision we know that *=* and that the induced map *
*
: H(2)
 H(Sd 2) is an isomorphism. Since an oriented simplex of Sd 2 may be
written uniquely in the form [u1 , ..., up] where ui # M+ and ui+1 divides ui ,
we may define a K-linear map \: C(Sd 2)  C(M) by \1=1 and
\[u1 , ..., up]=u1u&12  } } } up&1 u
&1
p up
for p1. Note that \ is invertible; its inverse is given by
\&1(u1  } } } up)=[u1 u2 } } } up , u2 } } } up , ..., up].
Since y?, i y&1?, i+1=x?i for 1ip&1 and y?, p=x?p we have
\*[x1 , ..., xp]= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) \[ y?, 1 , ..., y?, p]
= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) x?1 } } } x?p
=‘}[x1 , ..., xp].
Thus the diagram
C(2) ww* C(Sd 2)
} \ (3.9)
1 (M) ww‘ C(M)
commutes. Finally, the key point, we have =, ’\=\. It is simpler to check
that \&1=, ’=\&1. We do this in detail to show how the calculation uses
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the hypothesis =(x)=1 and ’(x)=0 for x # X in an essential way. It follows
from (1.3) that
\&1=, ’(u1 } } } up)==(u1)[u2 } } } up , ..., up&1up , up]
+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i [u1 } } } up , ..., ui } } } up , ui+2 } } } up , ..., up]
+(&1) p ’(up)[u1 } } } up&1 , ..., up&1]
=[u1 } } } up , ..., up&1up , up]
=\&1(u1 } } } up)
where we have used =(u1)=1 and ’(up)=0. Thus there is a well defined
map \
*
: H(Sd 2)  H=, ’(M) which is an isomorphism because \ is inver-
tible. Since ‘
*
}
*
=\
*
*
*
we conclude that ‘
*
is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.10. Let +: C(Sd 2)  C(2) be the homotopy inverse of *
defined in [8, p. 167] as follows. If u # Sd 2 is a simplex of 2 let x(u) # X
be any vertex of u. Define +[u1 , ..., up]=[x(u1), ..., x(up)]. With reference
to the diagram (3.9) define a K-linear map /: C(M)  1 (M) by /=}+\&1.
Since ‘=\*}&1 and }, *, \ commute with the appropriate boundary
operators we see that /: C(M)  1 (M) has the properties (i) /=, ’=| /
(ii) /‘ is the identity map of 1 (M) and (iii) ‘/ is chain homotopic to the
identity map of C(M). If we could prove the existence of such / for
arbitrary =, ’ then Theorem 1.6 would follow at once. The obstacle lies in
the use of the hypothesis =(x)=1 and ’(x)=0 at the end of the proof of
the last lemma. The map !: C(M)  1 (M) which we construct in Section
9 7 is indeed defined in case =(x)=1 and ’(x)=0 but ! is not /. For
example if 2 is a 2-simplex with vertices x1 , x2 , x3 then Table IV in Section
9 7 with ai , bi specialized to ai=1 and bi=0 for i=1, 2, 3 shows that ! is
given on the vertices of Sd 2 by
!(xi)=xi
!(xixj )= 12 (xi+xj )
!(xixjxk)= 13 (xi+xj+xk).
Thus ! averages the vertices of a simplex while / selects a vertex.
4. An Exact Sequence for H |(M)
We assume in this section that M is a complex and that | # KX. If
M{[1R] we choose x # X & M and hold x fixed through the proof
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of Proposition 4.9. Let M$ be the set of monomials in M which are not
multiples of x. Let M" be the set of monomials u # M$ such that ux # M.
Since M is a complex the monomials in M are squarefree. Thus
M=M$ _ M"x (4.1)
where the union is disjoint. Since M is a complex, so are M$, M". In the
case of M" note that if u # M" and v # U divides u then vx divides ux # M
so vx # M and thus v # M". Note that the simplicial complex 2M$ is the sub-
complex of 2M consisting of all simplexes which do not have x as a vertex
and that 2M" is the link of the vertex x # 2M . We view | as a function on
X & M$ or X & M" when these sets are nonempty, and let | also denote the
restricted function. We will construct a long exact sequence involving the
groups H|(M), H|(M$), H |(M"). If |(x)=1 for all x # X this is a special
case of a sequence introduced by Garst [5, p. 3] in a combinatorial
context. If |(x)=0 for our chosen element x, the long exact sequence splits
into short exact sequences which will be used in the inductive step of the
proof of Theorem 1.6.
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a complex of monomials and let | # KX. If
x # X & M then there is a long exact sequence
} } } w

*
|
H |p (M$) w
:
* H |p (M) w
;
* H |p&1(M") w

*
|
H |p&1(M$)
w
:
* } } } w

*
|
H |0 (M$) w
:
* H |0 (M) w 0.
If |(x)=0 then the sequence
0 w H |p (M$) w
:
* H |p (M) w
;
* H |p&1(M") w 0 (4.3)
is exact for each p1.
Proof. The maps in the statement will be constructed in the course of
the proof. It follows from (4.1) that
1p(M)=1p(M$) (1p&1(M") 7x) (4.4)
for p1. Let :: 1p(M$)  1p(M) be the inclusion map. Define a K-linear
map ;: 1p(M)  1p&1(M") for p1 as follows. Suppose c # 1p(M). By
(4.4) there exist unique c$ # 1p(M$) and c" # 1p&1(M") such that c=
c$+(c" 7 x). Define
;(c$+(c" 7 x))=c". (4.5)
Then Ker(;: 1p(M)  1p&1(M"))=1p(M$). Since c" # 1p&1(M"), it
follows from the definition of | that |(c" 7 x)=(|c") 7 x+(&1) p&1
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|(x)c". Since |c$ # 1p&1(M$) we have ;| c$=0. Since c" # 1p&1(M")
1p&1(M$) we have ;c"=0. Thus
;|c=;|c$+;((| c") 7 x)+(&1) p&1 |(x) ;c"=| c"=|;c
so ;|=|;. Thus we have a short exact sequence
0 w 1p(M$) w
: 1p(M) w
; 1p&1(M") w 0 (4.6)
of chain complexes. This gives us the desired long exact sequence. To prove
(4.3) recall the general definition of the connecting homomorphism 
*
| [9,
p. 63]. If z" # Z|p&1(M") choose c # 1p(M) with ;c=z". Since ;
|c=
|;c=|z"=0 we may write |c=:c$ with c$ # 1p&1(M$). Then, by
definition, 
*
|(z"+B|p&1(M"))=c$+B
|
p&1(M$). In our case we may choose
c=z" 7 x. Then |(z" 7 x)=(|z") 7 x+(&1) p&1 |(x)z"=0 because
|(x)=0. Thus we may choose c$=0. Thus 
*
|=0. This proves (4.3). K
Define the Poincare polynomial
P|(M, t)= :
p0
dim H |p (M) t
p. (4.7)
We give a recursive method for computing P|(M, t) starting with the usual
Poincare polynomial of a finite simplicial complex. To start the recursion
we must consider the cases M=[1R] and M=[1R , x]. If M=[1R] then,
since |1=0 we have H|(M)=H |0 (M)=K so P
|(M, t)=1. If M=
[1R , x] note that |x=|(x). If |(x)=0 then H |0 (M)=K and H
|
1 (M)=
Z|1 (M)=Kx. If |(x){0 then H
|
0 (M)=0 and H
|
1 (M)=Z
|
1 (M)=0. Thus
if M=[1R , x] then
P|(M, t)={1+t0
if |(x)=0
otherwise.
(4.8)
Proposition 4.9. Let M be a complex of monomials and let | # KX.
Suppose x # X & M. If |(x)=0 then
P|(M, t)=P|(M$, t)+tP|(M", t).
Proof. Since |1=0 and |y=|( y ) for y # X we have
dim H |0 (M)={10
if |=0
otherwise.
(4.10)
Here, and in what follows, |=0 means | is identically zero. Suppose that
|X & M|=1. Then M=[1R , x] and M$=[1R]=M" so both sides of the
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desired formula are equal to 1+t by (4.8). Suppose that |X & M|2. Since
(x)=0, the restriction of | to X & M$ is 0 if and only if |=0. It follows
from (4.10) that dim H |0 (M)=dim H
|
0 (M$). It follows from (4.3) that
dim H |p (M)=dim H
|
p (M$)+dim H
|
p&1(M") for p1. Thus
P(M, t)=dim H |0 (M)+ :
p1
dim H |p (M) t
p
=dim H |0 (M$)+ :
p1
dim H |p (M$) t
p+ :
p1
dim H |p&1(M") t
p
=P|(M$, t)+tP|(M", t). K
If there exists x # X & M with |(x)=0 then Proposition 4.9 gives a
recursive formula for computing P|(M, t). If M{[1R] and there is no
such x then Lemma 3.3 shows that H|(M)&H |$(M) where |$(x)=1 for
all x # X. Thus P|(M, t)=P|$(M, t)=tP(2, t) by (3.8), where 2=2M .
Note that if M=[1R , x] then 2 is a point and P(2, t)=0 since we are
using reduced homology. This agrees with (4.8) in case |(x)=1.
Example 4.11. Suppose X=[x1 , ..., xn] and M consists of all divisors
of x1x2 } } } xn . Then
P|(M, t)={(1+t)
n
0
if |=0
otherwise.
(4.12)
If |=0 then |=0. Since dim 1p(M)=( np ) the assertion is clear in this
case. Suppose that |{0. If n=1 then we have already computed
P(M, t)=0. We argue by induction on n and for fixed n by induction on
the number m of indeterminates x # X with |(x)=0. If n=1 then M=
[1R , x]. Since |1=0 and |x=|(x){0 we have H |(M)=0 and the
assertion is proved. Suppose n2. If m=0 then |(x){0 for all x # X.
Since 2=2M is an (n&1)-simplex, it follows from (3.8) that P|(M, t)=
tP(2, t)=0. If m>0 we may assume that |(xn)=0. Choose x=xn in
Proposition 4.9. Then M$=M" consists of all divisors of x1x2 } } } xn&1. By
Proposition 4.9 we have P|(M, t)=(1+t) P|(M$, t). Since |(xn)=0 and
|{0, the restriction of | to [x1 , ..., xn&1] is not identically zero. Thus
P|(M$, t)=0 by induction so P|(M$, t)=0.
Example 4.13. Suppose X=[x1 , ..., xn] where n2 and M consists of
all divisors of x1x2 } } } xn except x1x2 } } } xn . Then
P|(M, t)={(1+t)
n&tn
tn&1
if |=0
otherwise.
(4.14)
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As in the preceding example we argue by induction on n and for fixed n
by induction on the number m of indeterminates x # X with |(x)=0. Sup-
pose n = 2. Then M = [1R , x1 , x2]. We separate three cases: (i) If
|(x1)=0=|(x2) then H |0 (M)&K and H
|
1 (M) has basis [x1], [x2] so
P|(M, t)=1+2t. (ii) if |(x1)=1 and |(x2)=0 then H |0 (M)=0 and
H |1 (M) has basis [x2] so P
|(M, t)=t. Similarly if |(x1)=1 and
|(x2)=0. (iii) If |(x1)=1 and |(x2)=1 then H |0 (M)=0 and H
|
1 (M) has
basis [x2&x1] so P|(M, t)=t. This checks the case n=2. Suppose n3.
If m=0 then, since 2=2M is the boundary of an (n&1)-simplex, it follows
from (3.8) that P|(M, t)=tP(2, t)=t } tn&2=tn&1. If m>0 we may
assume that |(xn)=0. Choose x=xn in Proposition 4.9. Then M$ consists
of all divisors of x1x2 } } } xn&1 and M" consists of all divisors of
x1 x2 } } } xn&1 except for x1 x2 } } } xn&1. If |=0 then the restrictions of | to
X & M$=X & M"=[x1 , ..., xn&1] are 0. Then (4.12) and the induction
hypothesis give P|(M$, t)=(1+t)n&1 and P|(M", t)=(1+t)n&1&tn&1.
Thus
P(M, t)=P(M, t)+tP(M", t)=(1+t)n&1+t((1+t)n&1&tn&1)
=(1+t)n&tn.
If |{0 then, since |(xn)=0, the restriction of | to X & M$=X & M"=
[x1 , ..., xn&1] is not identically zero. Thus by (4.12) and the induction
hypothesis we have P(M$, t)+tP(M", t)=t } tn&2=tn&1.
The following proposition compares the homology groups H |p (M) for
fixed p and varying | # KX. Let Zero(|)=[x # X | |(x)=0].
Proposition 4.15. Let M be a complex of monomials. If |, % # KX and
Zero(|)Zero(%) then dim H |p (M)dim H
%
p(M) for all p0.
Proof. If %(x){0 for all x # X then |(x){0 for all x # X by hypothesis.
Then H|(M)&H% (M) by Lemma 3.3 and we are done. Thus we may
assume there exists x # X with %(x)=0. Argue by induction on |X & M|. If
|X & M|=1 then M=[1R , x]. Then dim H |p (M)1=dim H
%
p(M) for
p=0, 1 and the assertion is proved. For the inductive step define M$, M"
relative to x as in (4.1). Fix p1. Let A=Ker(:
*
: H |p (M$)  H
|
p (M))
and let B=Im(
*
| : H |p&1(M")  H
|
p&1(M$)). The long exact sequence in
Proposition 4.2 gives us an exact sequence.
0 w A w H |p (M$) w
:
* H |p (M) w
;
* H |p&1(M") w B w 0.
Thus dim H |p (M$)&dim H
|
p (M)+dim H
|
p&1(M") = dim A + dim B  0.
Thus dim H |p (M)  dim H
|
p (M$) + dim H
|
p&1(M")  dim H
%
p (M$) +
dim H %p&1(M")=dim H
%
p(M) by the induction hypothesis and (4.3) applied
with % in place of |. K
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5. An Exact Sequence for H=, ’(M)
We assume in this section that M is a complex. Let =, ’ # H be K-algebra
homomorphisms. We will prove an analogue for the homology H =, ’ of the
short exact sequence (4.3) for the homology H|. As in Section 9 4 we
choose x # X & M and hold x fixed until the proof of Proposition 5.26. We
will assume eventually that =(x)=’(x). This is analogous to the hypothesis
|(x)=0 which we used to construct the short exact sequence for H|. The
significance of the hypothesis =(x)=’(x) will become clear in Lemma 5.14
and its consequence (5.15). As in Section 9 4 let M$ be the set of monomials
in M which are not multiples of x and let M" be the set of monomials
u # M$ such that ux # M. The exact sequence we will construct has the form
0 w H =, ’p (M$) w
:
* H =, ’p (M) w
;
* H =, ’p&1(M") w 0.
Since dim Cp(M){dim Cp(M$)+dim Cp&1(M") we cannot hope to get
this exact sequence from an exact sequence for the chain groups C(M) as
we used the groups 1 (M) in (4.6). As in the case of H|, the map
:
*
: H =, ’p (M$)  H
=, ’
p (M) is induced by the inclusion :: Cp(M$)  Cp(M).
The map ;
*
: H =, ’p (M)  H
=, ’
p&1(M") is induced by :* , ;* map;: Z=, ’p (M)  Z
=, ’
p&1(M") which we will define in the course of the proof.
Although the maps :
*
, ;
*
defined here are not the same as a in Section 9 4
the notation is suggestive and will cause no confusion. In the argument we
will construct direct sum decompositions of the spaces Z=, ’p (M) and
B=, ’p (M) relative to the chosen indeterminate x. To simplify notation we
agree, until the proof of Proposition 5.25, to write ==, ’, Zp(M)=
Z=, ’p (M), Bp(M)=B
=, ’
p (M) and Hp(M)=H
=, ’
p (M) with similar conventions
for M$, M".
Suppose p1. Since M is a complex the monomials in M are squarefree.
The elements u1 } } } up in the space U +p (M) defined by (2.1) are thus
of three types: (i) ui # M$ for all 1ip; (ii) there exists a unique 1ip
such that ui # M+x; (iii) there exists a unique 1ip such that ui=x.
Thus we have a direct sum decomposition
Cp(M)=Cp(M$)EpFp p1 (5.1)
where Ep has a basis consisting of the elements of type (ii) and Fp has a
basis consisting of the elements of type (iii). We will describe the spaces Ep ,
Fp in terms of certain maps which are used in the construction of the exact
sequence. If u # M" then ux # M. Thus we may define K-linear maps
%i, p : Cp(M")  Cp(M) for 1ip by
%i, p(u1 } } } up)=u1  } } } uix } } } up . (5.2)
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Then
Ep=
p
i=1
%i, pCp(M") p1.
If u # M+x then ux&1 # (M")+. Thus we may define K-linear maps
i, p : Cp(M)  Cp(M") for 1ip by
i, p(u1  } } } up)={u1  } } } uix
&1 } } } up
0
if ui # M+x
otherwise.
(5.3)
If c # Cp(M") then
j, p%i, p c=$ijc 1i, jp. (5.4)
If u1 } } } up # M" then u1 } } } up # M. Thus we may define K-linear maps
,i, p : Cp(M")  Cp+1(M) for 0ip by
,i, p(u1 } } } up)=u1 } } } uixui+1 } } } up (5.5)
For p=0 we define ,0, 0 1=x. Note that ,i, p is injective and
Fp+1=
p
i=0
,i, pCp(M") p0. (5.6)
Define a homogeneous subspace Gp+1 of Fp+1 by
Gp+1=
p
i=1
,i, p Cp(M") p0. (5.7)
Thus Fp+1=,0, p Cp(M")Gp+1 . Note that F1=Kx and G1=0. For p0
define a K-linear map {p : Cp(M")  Cp+1(M) by
{p= :
p
i=0
(&1) i ,i, p . (5.8)
Thus {01=x and
{p(u1 } } } up)= :
p
i=0
(&1) i u1 } } } uixui+1 } } } up (5.9)
is the shuffle product [9, p. 243] of x and u1 } } } up if p1. Note that
the ,i, p and {p are injective. Since ,0, p is injective it follows from the direct
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sum decomposition (5.6) that there is a well defined K-linear map
_p+1: Fp+1  Cp(M") such that
_p+1 \ :
p
i=0
,i, pci+=c0
where c0 , ..., cp # Cp(M"). If p=0 this says _1 x=1. In the following
Lemmas 5.105.18 we assume p1. It would be possible to allow p=0 in
most of them, by making appropriate conventions, but we avoid this
degenerate case until it is needed in Lemma 5.19.
Lemma 5.10. If p1 and f # Fp+1 and j, p f=0 for 1jp then
f={p _p+1 f.
Proof. It follows directly from the definition of  that if c # Cp(M") then
=(x) c&%1, pc mod Fp if i=0
(&1) i ,i, pc#{%i, p c&%i+1, pc mod Fp if 1ip&1 (5.11)%p, pc&’(x) c mod Fp if i=p.
Since f # Fp+1 we may write f= pi=0 ,i, p ci , where c0 , ..., cp # Cp(M"). If
1jp then j, p Fp=0 and j, pCp(M$)=0 by definition of j, p . In
particular we have j, pc0=0=j, pcp . Thus by (5.11) applied to c0 , ..., cp
we have
0= :
p
i=0
j, p,i, pci
=j, p(=(x) c0&%1, pc0)
+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i j, p(%i, pci&%i+1, pci )+(&1) p j, p(%p, pcp&’(x) cp)
=(&1) j (cj&1+cj)
for 1jp. Thus cj=(&1) j c0 for 0jp so
f= :
p
j=0
,j, pcj= :
p
j=0
(&1) j ,j, pc0={pc0={p_p+1 f. K
Lemma 5.12. If p1 then Gp+1 & Zp+1(M)=0 and the sum Cp(M$)+
Fp+Gp+1 is direct.
Proof. If g # Gp+1 & Zp+1(M) then, since _p+1 Gp+1=0, we have
_p+1g=0 and g=0. Since Gp+1Fp+1 it follows from Lemma 5.10 that
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g={p_p+1 g=0. This proves the first assertion. Suppose c+f+g=0
where c # Cp(M$), f # Fp and g # Gp+1. Since j, pCp(M")=0 and
j, pFp=0 we have j, pg=0 for 1jp. Since _p+1Gp+1=0 we have
g={p_p+1 g=0 by Lemma 5.10. Thus g=0 so c+f=0. Since
Cp(M$) & Fp=0 we have c=0=f. K
Note in the last lines of the argument that we proved g=0 when we
needed only g=0. We have not proved too much because the first part of
the argument shows that Gp+1 contains no nonzero cycles. On the other
hand there may exist nonzero cycles in Fp+1. Suppose, for example, that
=(x)=’(x) and z # Zp(M") is a nonzero cycle. Lemma 5.14 below shows
that {p z=&{p&1z=0 so {pz # Fp+1 is a cycle. It is not zero because {p
is injective.
We will construct direct sum decompositions of the spaces Bp(M) and
Zp(M) relative to the chosen element x # X. The following lemma is a first
step.
Lemma 5.13. If p1 then Bp(M)=Bp(M$)+Fp+1.
Proof. It follows from (5.1) that Bp(M)=Bp(M$)+Ep+1+Fp+1 . To
complete the proof we show that Ep+1Bp(M$)+Fp+1. Write q=p+1.
From the definition of Eq it will suffice to show that if c # Cq(M")
then %i, q c # Bp(M$)+Fp+1 for 1iq. Since ,i, qc # Fq+1 we have
,i, q c # Fq+1. It follows from (5.11) that
0#{=(x) c&%1, qc%i, q c&%i+1, q c
mod Fq+Fq+1
mod Fq+Fq+1 if 1iq&1.
Thus %i, q c#=(x)c mod Fq+Fq+1 for 1iq. Since 2=0 we have
%i, qc#=(x) c mod Fq . Thus %ic # Bp(M")+Fp+1Bp(M$)+Fp+1. K
Lemma 5.14. If p1 and c # Cp(M) then ({p+{p&1)c=(=(x)&’(x))c.
Proof. We may assume that c=u1 } } } up with ui # M+. Then {pc
is a sum of ( p+1)( p+2) terms. The terms of the form u1  } } } up cancel
in pairs leaving p( p+1)+2 terms. The p( p+1) terms different from =(x)c
and ’(x)c cancel the p( p+1) terms in {p&1 c leaving =(x) c&’(x)c. K
Assume in the rest of this section that =(x)=’(x) for the chosen
x # X & M. It follows from Lemma 5.14 that if p1 then
{pc=&{p&1 c c # Cp(M). (5.15)
Lemma 5.16. If p1 then Fp+1={p&1Bp&1(M")+Gp+1.
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Proof. It follows from (5.6) and (5.7) that Fp+1=,0, pCp(M")+Gp+1.
If c # Cp(M") then {p c= pi=0 (&1)
i ,i, pc#,0, p c modGp+1 . Thus Fp+1=
{pCp(M")+Gp+1. It follows from (5.15) that Fp+1={pCp(M")+
Gp+1={p&1Cp(M")+Gp+1={p&1Bp&1(M")+Gp+1.
Lemma 5.17. If p1 then Bp(M)=Bp(M$){p&1Bp&1(M")Gp+1 .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.13 and Lemma 5.16 that Bp(M)=
Bp(M$)+Fp+1=Bp(M$)+{p&1Bp&1(M")+Gp+1. Since {p&1Bp&1(M")
Fp by definition of {p&1 and Fp , the sum is direct by Lemma 5.12. K
Lemma 5.18. If p1 then dim Bp(M)=dim Bp(M$)+dim Bp&1(M")
+p dim Cp(M").
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.17. Since {p&1 is injective we have
dim {p&1Bp&1(M")=dim Bp&1(M"). Lemma 5.12 asserts that Gp+1 &
Zp+1(M)=0. Thus dim Gp+1=dim Gp+1=dim  pi=1 ,i, pCp(M")=
p dim Cp(M"). The last equality holds because the ,i, p are injective. K
Now we may construct a direct sum decomposition of Zp(M) analogous
to the direct sum decomposition of Bp(M) given in Lemma 5.17.
Lemma 5.19. If p1 then Zp(M)=Zp(M$){p&1Zp&1(M")Gp+1 .
Proof. The right hand side is included in the left and the sum is direct
by Lemma 5.12. To complete the proof we show that both sides have
the same dimension. As in the proof of Lemma 5.18 we have
dim {p&1Zp&1(M")=dim Zp&1(M") and dim Gp+1=p dim Cp(M").
Thus we must prove that
dim Zp(M)=dim Zp(M$)+dim Zp&1(M")+p dim Cp(M")
for p1. For simplicity of notation write cp=dim Cp(M), c$p=
dim Cp(M$), and c"p=dim Cp(M"). Use similar notation zp , z$p , z"p for cycles
and bp , b$p , b"p for boundaries. Since  defines an isomorphism
Cp(M)Zp(M)&Bp&1(M) we have zp=cp&bp&1 for p1. It follows from
(5.1) that
cp=c$p+pc"p&1+pc"p p1. (5.20)
Suppose, temporarily, that p2. Then we may apply Lemma 5.18, with p
replaced by p&1. Thus
bp&1=b$p&1+b"p&2+( p&1) c"p&1 p2. (5.21)
In fact (5.21) holds for p=1 provided we make the convention b"&1=0.
For this we must prove that b0=b$0 . Since B0(M$)B0(M)K it suffices
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to show that B0(M$)=0 implies B0(M)=0. If B0(M$)=0 then =(u)=’(u)
for all u # M$. But =(x)=’(x) by hypothesis so =(ux)=’(ux) for all u # M$.
Since M=M$ _ M"x and M"M$ we have =(u)=’(u) for all u # M and
thus B0(M)=K. This proves (5.21) for p=1. Note also that z0=c0&b&1 .
It follows from (5.20) and (5.21) that for p1 we have
zp&z$p&z"p&1=(cp&c$p&c"p&1)&(bp&1&b$p&1&b"p&2)
=(cp&c$p&c"p&1)&( p&1) c"p&1
=cp&c$p&pc"p&1
=pc"p .
This completes the proof. K
If p1 let #p : Zp(M)  {p&1 Zp&1(M") be the projection of Zp(M)
on {p&1 Zp&1(M") which annihilates Zp(M$)Gp+1 in the direct
sum decomposition of Lemma 5.19. It follows from (5.15) that
{p&1: Zp&1(M")  Zp(M). Since {p&1 is injective we may define
;p : Zp(M)  Zp&1(M") by
#p={p&1 ;p p1. (5.22)
Since {p is homogeneous of degree +1 and #p is homogeneous of degree 0
we see that ;p is homogeneous of degree &1. It follows by comparing the
direct sum decompositions in Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.19 that
#pBp(M){p&1 Bp&1(M) and thus {p&1;pBp(M){p&1Bp&1(M"). Since
{p&1 is injective we have ;p : Bp(M)  Bp&1(M"). Thus we may define
(;p)*: Hp(M)  Hp&1(M") for p1 by (;p)*[z]=[;pz] for z # Zp(M).
Henceforth let {, # denote the direct sums of the maps {p , #p for p0 and
let ; denote the direct sum of the maps ;p for p1. Thus #={; and we
have a K-linear map ;
*
: H(M)  H(M") which is homogeneous of degree
&1. Let :: C(M$)  C(M) be the inclusion map.
Proposition 5.23. Let M be a complex of monomials and let =, ’ # H be
K-algebra homomorphisms. Suppose x # X is such that =(x)=’(x). Then the
sequence
0 w Hp(M$) w
:
* Hp(M) w
;
* Hp&1(M") w 0
is exact for p1.
Proof. The assertion is a straightforward consequence of the injectivity
of { and the direct sum decompositions in Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.19.
We must show that (i) :
*
is injective, that (ii) im :
*
=ker ;
*
and that
(iii) ;
*
is surjective. Suppose z # Zp(M$) & Bp(M). Write z=b$+{b"+g
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according to Lemma 5.17. Then (z&b$)+{b+g=0 so z&b$=0 because
the sum in Lemma 5.17 is direct. Thus z # Bp(M$). This proves (i). If
z$ # Zp(M$) then #z$=0 by definition of # so ;z$=0 because { is injective.
Thus ;:=0 so ;
*
:
*
=0. In the opposite direction suppose z # Zp(M) and
;
*
[z]=0. Then ;z=w for some w # C(M"). Write z=z$+{z"+g
according to Lemma 5.19. Then {z"=#z={;z={w=&{w by (5.15).
Thus z=z$+(g&{w) and [z]=[z$] # im :
*
. This proves (ii). Finally
suppose z" # Zp&1(M"). Let z={z". Then z # Zp(M) by (5.15) and
{;z=#z=z={z". Thus ;z=z" so ; is surjective and hence ;
*
is
surjective. K
Lemma 5.24. If c # 1p(M") then ‘(c 7 x)=(&1) p {‘c.
Proof. We may assume that c=x1 7 } } } 7 xp . Then
{‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)={ :
? # Sp
sgn(?)x?1 } } } x?p
= :
? # Sp
:
p
i=0
(&1) i x?1 . . . x?i xx?(i+1)  } } } x?p
=(&1) p ‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp 7 x). K
Proposition 5.25. Let M be a complex of monomials. Let =, ’ # H be
K-algebra homomorphisms. Define | # KX by |( y)==( y)&’( y) for y # X.
Suppose x # X is such that |(x)=0. If ‘
*
: H|(M$)  H =, ’(M$) and
‘
*
: H|(M")  H=, ’(M") are isomorphisms then ‘
*
: H |(M)  H=, ’(M) is
an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 5.23 we have a diagram
0 ww H |p (M$) ww
:
* H |p (M) ww
;
* H |p&1(M") ww 0
0 ww H =, ’p (M$) ww
:
* H =, ’p (M) ww
;
* H =, ’p&1(M") ww 0
for p1 where the vertical maps are ‘
*
and the the rows are exact. If we
can show that the diagram commutes, then the desired assertion follows
from the ‘‘Five Lemma’’. The left square clearly commutes since the top
map :
*
is induced by the inclusion :: 1p(M$)  1p(M) and the bottom
map :
*
is induced by the inclusion :: Cp(M$)  Cp(M). To prove that the
right square commutes it will suffice to show that ;‘c=‘;c for c # Z|p (M).
Write c=c$+(c" 7 x) where c$ # 1p(M$) and c" # 1p&1(M") as in (4.5). It
follows from Lemma 2.6 that =, ’‘c$+=, ’‘(c" 7 x)==, ’‘c=‘|c=0.
We want to show that both summands on the left are zero. Note that
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=, ’‘c$ # C(M$). Also =, ’‘(c" 7 x)=(&1) p&1=, ’{‘c"=(&1) p {=, ’‘c" #
{Cp&1(M") by (5.15) and Lemma 5.24. It follows from the definition of {
that the sum Cp(M$)+{Cp&1(M") is direct. Thus =, ’‘c$=0 and
=, ’‘(c" 7 x)=0 as desired.
Thus ‘c$ # Z=, ’(M). Also {=, ’‘c"=&=, ’{‘c"=&(&1) p&1 =, ’‘(c" 7 x)
=0 by Lemma 5.15 and Lemma 5.24. Since { is injective, =, ’‘c"=0 so
‘c" # Z=, ’(M"). It follows that ‘c=‘c$+{‘c"+0 is the expression of ‘c
which respects the direct sum decomposition in Lemma 5.19 so #‘c={‘c"
by definition of #. But #={; by the definition of ;: Z=, ’p (M)  Z
=, ’
p&1(M")
in (5.22) so {;‘c={‘c". Since { is injective we have ;‘c=‘c". On the other
hand, for ;: Z|p (M)  Z
|
p&1(M") we have ;c=c" by (4.5). Thus
;‘c=‘;c. K
The next result is Theorem 1.6 in case M is a complex.
Proposition 5.26. Let M be a complex of monomials. Let =, ’ # H be
K-algebra homomorphisms. Define | # KX by |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X.
Then ‘
*
: H|(M)  H=, ’(M) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We argue by induction on the number of x # X for which
|(x)=0. If |(x){0 for all x # X this number is zero and the assertion
amounts to Lemma 3.7. This starts the induction, which is completed using
Proposition 5.25.
6. Proof of the Isomorphism Theorem
In Proposition 5.26 we proved Theorem 1.6 under the hypothesis that M
is a complex. Note, since X is assumed finite, that a complex M is finite. In
this section we use Proposition 5.26 to prove Theorem 1.6 in full generality.
This will be done in two steps. First we assume that M is a finite multicom-
plex. Then we remove the finiteness hypothesis.
Let Core M denote the set of squarefree monomials in M. We agree that
1R # Core M. Since Core M is a complex we may apply Proposition 5.26 to
Core M. Since x 7 x=0 for x # X we have 1 (M)=1 (Core M) so
that H|(M)=H |(Core M). Thus to prove Theorem 1.6 for a finite multi-
complex it will suffice to show:
Proposition 6.1. Let M be a finite multicomplex. Let :: Core M  M
be the inclusion map. Then :
*
: H=, ’(Core M)  H =, ’(M) is an isomorphism.
To prove Proposition 6.1 we construct a complex N in a new set
of indeterminates Y together with maps +: C(N)  C(M) and
*: C(M)  C(N) as well as maps &: 1 (N)  1 (M) and }: 1 (M)  1 (N).
We apply Proposition 5.26 to N and transfer the information back to M.
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Choose x # X. if u # M write u=xm(u)u$ where m(u) is a non-negative
integer and x does not divide u$. Let mx=max[m(u) | u # M]. Let Yx
be a set of mx indeterminates and choose notation so that Yx=
[x(i) | i=1, ..., mx]. Now let x # X vary and let Y=x # X Yx . It is under-
stood that this is a disjoint union. Let S=K[Y] be the polynomial algebra
in the set of indeterminates Y. Define K-algebra homomorphisms
=$, ’$: S  K by =$( y)==(x) and ’$( y)=’(x) if y # Yx . Let W=KY be the
vector space with basis Y and, as before, let V=KX.
Define a K-linear map %: W  V by %y=x if y # Yx . Thus =$(w)==(%w)
and ’$(w)=’(%w) for w # W. Extend %: W  V to a K-algebra
homomorphism +: S  R such that +1S=1R and then to a K-linear map
+: T(S)  T(R) which fixes K and satisfies +(s1  . . . sp)=
+s1  } } } +sp for p1 and s1 , ..., sp # S. Then =$(s)==(+s) and
’$(s)=’(+s) for s # S. Define =$, ’$: T(S)  T(S) as =, ’: T(R)  T(R) was
defined in (1.3). Then T(S) is a chain complex with boundary operator
=$, ’$. Since +: S  R is a K-algebra homomorphism and =$(s)==(+s) for
s # S we have =, ’+=+=$, ’$.
Let NS be the set of all monomials v in the set of indeterminates Y such
that v is squarefree and %v # M. Since +: S  R is a K-algebra homomor-
phism the set N is a complex. For p1 define U +p (N) for the complex N as
U+p (M) was defined for the complex M in (2.1). Thus U
+
p (N) is the set of
all v1 } } } vp where the vi are nonconstant monomials in N and
v1 } } } vp # N. Note that +N=M because the condition |Yx |=mx gives us
enough freedom to choose, for each u # M, a squarefree monomial v # N
with +v=u. For the same reason we have +U +p (N)=U
+
p (M).
Example 6.2. Suppose X=[x, y] and M=[1R , x, y, x2, xy, y2]. Here
mx=2=my so Yx=[x (1), x(2)] and Yy=[y(1), y (2)]. The elements of
U+p (N) and their images under + in U
+
p (M) are given by
p=1: x(1), x(2) x
y(1), y(2) y
x(1)x(2) x2
x(1)y(1), x (1)y(2), x(2)y(1), x(2)y(2) xy
y(1)y(2) y2
p=2: x(1) x(2), x (2)x (1) xx
x(1) y(1), x(1)y(2), x(2)y (1), x(2) y(2) xy
y(1) x(1), y(1)x (2), y(2)x (1), y(2) x(2) yx
y(1) y(2), y(2)y(1) yy
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Let C0(N)=K and for p1 let Cp(N) be the K-vector space with basis
U+p (N). Thus C(N)=p0 Cp(N) is a chain complex with boundary
operator =$, ’$ and +C(N)=C(M). Since =, ’ +=+=$, ’$ we have an induced
map +
*
: H =$, ’$(N)  H =, ’(M).
Let Tx be the symmetric group on the set Yx . View Tx as a subgroup of
the symmetric group on Y by letting it fix the letters in Y&Yx . Let
T=>x # X Tx , a direct product of subgroups of the symmetric group
on Y. Extend each { # T to a K-algebra automorphism of S=K[Y] and
then to a K-linear map {: T(S)  T(S) which fixes K and satisfies
{(s1 } } } sp)={s1 } } } {sp for p1 and s1 , ..., sp # S. It follows from
the definition of =$, ’$ that =({s)==$(s) and ’({s)=’$(s) for s # S. Since
{: S  S is a K-algebra automorphism it follows that {=$, ’$==$, ’${ for
{ # T.
We define a K-linear map *: C(M)  C(N) by prescribing its values on
the basis elements. Define *1=1. Suppose p1 and u1  } } } up #
U+p (M). Since +: U
+
p (N)  U
+
p (M) is surjective we may choose
v1 } } } vp # U +p (M) such that +vi=ui for i=1, ..., p. Define
*(ui } } } up)=
1
|T|
:
{ # T
{(v1 } } } vp)=
1
|T|
:
{ # T
{v1 } } } {vp . (6.3)
We must show that this is well defined, independent of the choice of
v1 } } } vp . Let v$1  } } } v$p be another possible choice. We show that
there exists { # T such that v$i={vi for 1ip. Write vi=>x # X vi, x and
v$i=>x # X v$i, x where vi, x and v$i, x are monomials in the set of indeterminates
Yx . Since +vi=+v$i , both +vi, x and +v$i, x are equal to the same power of x.
Thus deg +vi, x=deg +v$i, x so deg vi, x=deg v$i, x . Since v1, x } } } vp, x and
v$1, x } } } v$p, x are squarefree products of indeterminates in Yx there exists
_x # Tx such that {x vi, x=v$i, x for 1ip. Define _=>x # X _x # T. Then
v$i=_vi for 1ip. It follows from (6.3) that * is well defined. It is clear
from (6.3) that +* is the identity map of C(M). Since =$({vi)==(ui) and
’$({vi)=’(ui) when +vi=ui we have *=, ’==$, ’$*. Thus there is an induced
map *
*
: H=, ’(M)  H =$, ’$(N).
Example 6.4. Let M be as in Example 6.2. Then T&S2_S2 . The basis
elements in U +p (M) and their images under * are given by:
p=1: x (x(1)+x (2))2
y ( y(1)+y(2))2
x2 x(1)x(2)
xy (x(1)y(1)+x(1)y(2)+x(2)y(1)+x (2)y(2))4
y2 y(1)y(2)
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p=2: xx (x(1)x(2)+x(2) x(1))2
xy (x(1)y(1)+x(1)y(2)+x(2)y(1)+x (2)y(2))4
yx ( y(1)x(1)+y(1)x (2)+y(2) x(1)+y (2)x(2))4
yy ( y(1) y(2)+y(2)y(1))2
Lemma 6.5. The map :
*
: H=, ’(Core M)  H =, ’(M) is surjective.
Proof. Let z # Z=, ’(M). Then *z # Z=$, ’$(N). Define |$ # K Y by
|$( y)=|(%y) for y # KY and extend |$ to a K-linear form on W. Define
|$: W  W by analogy with (1.4). The restriction of |$ to 1 (N) is the
boundary operator in 1 (N) which defines the homology H|$(N). We may
apply Proposition 5.26 to the complex N. This asserts in particular that
the map ‘
*
: H|$(N)  H =$, ’$(N) is surjective. Choose w # Z|$(N) and
b # B=$, ’$(N) such that *z=‘w+b. Since +* is the identity map of C(M) we
have z=+*z=+‘w++b. The element w # 1 (N) is a linear combination of
elements y1 7 } } } 7 yp with y1 , ..., yp # Y. If two of +y1 , ..., +yp are equal
then
+‘( y1 7 } } } 7 yp)= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) +y?, 1 } } } +y?p=0.
Thus +‘w=c for some c # C(Core M). Then =, ’c=+‘|$w=0 so c #
Z=, ’(Core M). Since z=c++b#c mod B=, ’(M) we have [z]=:
*
[c]. K
Lemma 6.6. The map :
*
: H=, ’(Core M)  H =, ’(M) is injective.
Proof. Extend the K-linear map %: W  V to a K-linear map
&: W  V by &1=1 and &(w1 7 } } } 7wp)=%w1 7 } } } 7 %wp for p1
and w1 , ..., wp # W. Then &1 (N)=1 (M) because %y1 7 } } } 7 %yp=0 when-
ever y1 , ..., yp # Y and two of %y1 , ..., %yp are equal. Since |$(w)=|(%w)
for w # W we have |&=&|$. Thus there is an induced map
&
*
: H|$(N)  H|(M).
The group T acts on W by {1=1 and {(w1 7 } } } 7 wp)=
{w1 7 } } } 7{wp for p1 and w1 , ..., wp # W. Since |$({y)=|$( y) for y # Y
we have {|$=|${. Define a K-linear map }: 1 (M)  1 (N) by }1=1 and
}(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)=
1
|T|
:
{ # T
{y1 7 } } } 7 {yp
for p1 and x1 , ..., xp # X & M, where yi # N is chosen so that %yi=xi . The
definition does not depend on the choice of yi . Since {|$=|${ we have
}|=|$}. Thus there is an induced map }
*
: H|(M)  H |$(N). Since
%({y)=%y for y # Y and { # T, it follows that &} is the identity map of
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1 (M) and thus &
*
}
*
is the identity map of H|(M). Thus }
*
is injective. Let
# be the restriction of * to Core M. The diagram
1 (M) } 1 (N )
‘ ‘
C(Core M) ww# C(N )
commutes; this follows directly from the definitions of the various maps.
Thus ‘
*
}
*
=#
*
‘
*
. But ‘
*
: H|(M)=H|(Core M)  H=, ’(Core M) and
‘
*
: H|(N)  H=, ’(N) are isomorphisms by Proposition 5.26. Since }
*
is
injective it follows that #
*
is injective. Since }:=# we have }
*
:
*
=#
*
so :
*
is injective. K
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1 and thus proves Theorem 1.6
when M is finite. It is easy to remove the finiteness hypothesis. Let M be any
multicomplex. First we prove that ‘
*
: H|(M)  H =, ’(M) is surjective.
Choose h # H=, ’(M). Write h=z+B=, ’(M) where z # Z=, ’(M). The cycle z is
a linear combination of a finite set of monomials. Let N/U be the
set of all monomials which divide some monomial in this finite set.
Then N is a finite multicomplex and z # Z=, ’(M). Since N is finite,
‘
*
: H|(N)  H=, ’(N) is surjective by Proposition 5.26. Thus there exists
w # Z|(N) such that ‘w#z mod B=, ’(N). Then w # Z|(M) and ‘w#
z mod B=, ’(M). Thus ‘
*
(w+B=, ’(M))=h.
Finally, we prove that ‘
*
: H|(M)  H =, ’(M) is injective. Suppose
h # H |(M) and ‘
*
=0. Write h=w+B|(M) where w # Z|(M). Then
‘w # B=, ’(M). Write ‘w==, ’c for some c # C(M). Choose, as in the preced-
ing paragraph, a finite multicomplex NM with c # N. Then ‘w # B=, ’(N).
Since N is finite we have w # B|(N) by Proposition 5.26. Thus w # B|(M)
and h=0. This proves that ‘
*
: H |(M)  H =, ’(M) is injective and completes
the proof of Theorem 1.6. K
7. The map !: C(M)  1 (M)
We assume in this section that M is a complex and write X=[x1 , ..., xn].
Our aim is to prove the following Proposition 7.1. The proof does not
depend on Sections 9 39 6. Since !
*
‘
*
: H|(M)  H|(M) is the identity,
Proposition 7.1 shows without an induction and without the exact sequences
in Sections 9 49 5, that ‘
*
: H|(M)  H=, ’(M) is injective.
Proposition 7.1. Let M be a complex of monomials. Let =, ’: R  K be
K-algebra homomorphisms. Define |: X  K by |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X.
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There exists a K-linear map !: C(M)  1 (M) such that !=, ’=|! and !‘ is
the identity map of 1 (M).
If =(x)=’(x) for all x # X then |=0 and it is easy to construct a map
! with the properties of Proposition 7.1. In fact there exists a K-linear map
if !: T(R)  V, which preserves tensor degree, such that !=, ==0 and !‘
is the identity map of V. We construct ! as follows. Since R and V are
K-algebras, so is RV. Extend the K-algebra homomorphism =: R  K to
a K-algebra homomorphism =: RV  V by defining =(rw)==(r)w
for r # R and w # V. Identify R0 V with R. Give RV an R-module
structure by defining r(r$w)=rr$w for r, r$ # R and w # V. View
RV as the K-algebra of differential forms on V with polynomial coef-
ficients. Let d : RV  RV be the exterior derivative. Then
dxi=1xi and
dr= :
n
i=1
r
xi
dxi= :
n
i=1
r
xi
xi
for r # R. Note that if p2 then
0=r1(dr2 7 } } } 7 drp)+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i dr1 7 } } } 7 d(ri ri+1) 7 } } } 7 drp
+(&1) p rp(dr1 7 } } } 7 drp&1) (7.2)
for r1 , ..., rp # R. The case p=2 is the Leibniz formula d(r1r2)=r1 dr2+
r2 dr1 . This implies (7.2) for p2. Define a K-linear map !: T(R)  V by
!1=1 and
!(r1  } } } rp)=
1
p!
=(dr1 7 } } } 7drp) (7.3)
for p1 and r1 , ..., rp # R. If r # R then !=, =(r)=!(=(r)&=(r))=0. If p2
it follows from the definition of =, =, the definition of =: RV  V and
(7.2) that !=, =(r1 } } } rp)=0. Thus !=, ==0. Since |=0 we have
!=, ==|!. If x1 , ..., xp # X then =(dx?1 7 } } } 7 dx?p)=x?1 7 } } } 7 x?p for
any ? # Sp . Thus
!‘(x1 7 } } } 7 xp)=
1
p!
:
? # Sp
sgn(?) =(dx?1 7 } } } 7 dx?p)=x1 7 } } } 7xp .
Thus !‘ is the identity map of V. This constructs the desired map !
in case =(x)=’(x) for all x # X. The general case is considerably more
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difficult. Suppose first that n=1 and X=[x]. Write a==(x) and b=’(x).
If =(x)=’(x) then the construction just given tells us to choose
!(xm)==(d(xm))==(mxm&1 dx)=m=(xm&1 x)=mam&1 x (7.4)
for all m1. Now remove the hypothesis =(x)=’(x). Since R=K[x] and
V=Kx we want a K-linear map !: K[x]  Kx such that |!=!=, ’. We
must have !(xm)=cmx for some cm # K. The requirement |!(xm)=
!=, ’(xm) forces cm(a&b)=am&bm. Thus we are forced to define
!(xm)=
am&bm
a&b
x. (7.5)
This map ! does in fact have the desired properties. Now compare (7.4) with
(7.5). The derivative mam&1 has been replaced by a difference quotient
which is more complicated. In what follows, the identity
am&bm=(am&1+am&2 b+ } } } +bm&1)(a&b) (7.6)
will be given a canonical generalization to polynomials in 2n variables. This
is Proposition 7.19 which amounts to construction of the map ! in case n is
arbitrary and p=1. Since every complex M is included in the set of divisors
of x1 } } } xn , we might assume in the proof of Proposition 7.1 that M is the
set of divisors of x1 } } } xn . Thus 2M is a simplex with vertices x1 , ..., xn and
Cp(M) for p1 has a basis of all u1  } } } up such that ui # U + and
u1 } } } up is squarefree.
Example 7.7. Suppose M is the set of divisors of x1x2 x3 . Table III gives
the map ! on the basis elements u1 } } } up . In Example 7.48 we show
how to compute the entry !(x1 x2 x3) and hence, similarly, the rest
TABLE III
u1  } } } up !(u1 } } } up)
xi xi
xi xj 12 (aj+bj ) xi+
1
2 (ai+bi )xj
xi xj xk 16 (2ajak+ajbk+bj ak+2bjbk) xi+
1
6 (2ai ak+ai bk+biak+2bibk) xj
+16 (2aiaj+aibj+bi aj+2bibj )xk
xi xj 12 (xi 7 xj )
xi xjxk 16 (ak+2bk) xi 7 xj+ 16 (aj+2bj ) xi 7 xk
xi xj xk 16 (2aj+bj ) xi 7 xk+
1
6 (2ai+bi ) xj 7 xk
xi xjxk 16 (xi 7 xj 7 xk)
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of Table III from the definition of ! in (7.45). In the table, ijk is a permuta-
tion of 123. For simplicity we write ai==(xi) and bi=’(xi) so |(xi)=
ai&bi . It takes some effort to check, using Table III, that !=, ’=|!. If
ai=bi for i=1, 2, 3 the map given in Table III agrees with the map defined
in (7.3) using differential forms. For example if u=x1x2 x3 then (7.3) gives
!(x1x2 x3)==(du)== \ ux1+x1+= \
u
x2+x2+= \
u
x3+x3
=a2 a3x1+a1 a3x2+a1a2x3
which agrees with !(x1x2 x3) in Table IV in case ai=bi . It is convenient, in
the construction of !, to replace C(M) by a graded subspace Y of T(R) such
that C(M)/Y/T(R) and to define a K-linear map !: Y  V which
preserves tensor degree, such that !=, ’=| ! on Y and !‘ is the identity
map of V. The reason for the replacement of the finite dimensional space
C(M) by the infinite dimensional space Y may be stated roughly as follows.
Suppose T1 , ..., Tn are indeterminates. Let I=(T 21 , ..., T
2
n) be the ideal of the
formal power series ring K[[T1 , ..., Tn]] generated by T 21 , ..., T
2
n . Then
(1+T1) } } } (1+Tn)#
1
(1&T1) } } } (1&Tn)
mod I. (7.8)
It may be convenient, in a calculation with polynomials, to replace the poly-
nomial on the left hand side of (7.8) by the formal power series on the right
hand side of (7.8) and reduce mod I when the calculation is done. Our poly-
nomials and power series are more complicatedsee Example 7.48but
(7.8) gives the flavor. Let
(p=[u1 } } } up | (uj , uk)=1 for 1j{kp].
Here u1 , ..., up # U are arbitrary monomials, possibly constant, and not
necessarily in M. The symbol (uj , uk) means greatest common divisor. We
agree that (0=[1]. For p0 let Yp be the subspace of Tp(R) spanned by
(p and let Y=p0 Yp . It follows from the definition of =, ’ that Y is
a subcomplex of T(R). Recall that we assume in this section that M is a
complex so that the elements of M are squarefree. Thus, if U +p (M) is the
basis for Cp(M) defined in (2.1) we have U +p (M)/(p for p1. It follows
that C(M)/Y. We will prove
Proposition 7.9. Let =, ’: R  K be K-algebra homomorphisms. Define
|: X  K by |(x)==(x)&’(x) for x # X. There exists a K-linear map
!: Y  V, which preserves tensor degree, such that !=, ’=|! and !‘ is the
identity map of V.
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Proposition 7.9 implies Proposition 7.1; just restrict the domain of ! to
C(M). The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 7.9.
Most of the work lies in the proof of Lemma 7.12, which depends in turn on
the formal power series identity in Lemma 7.41. The proof that Lemma 7.12
implies Proposition 7.9 follows the proof of Lemma 7.41. We will replace the
quantities =(xi), ’(xi) by indeterminates Pi , Qi , prove certain facts about
polynomials in the Pi , Qi and then specialize the indeterminates
Pi  =(xi),Qi  ’(xi). It would be possible to write the following argument
without the indeterminates Pi ,Qi but this would obscure the fact that the
map ! is given in terms of polynomials in the quantities =(xi), ’(xi). Further-
more, without the indeterminates Pi ,Qi we could not formulate Proposition
7.19, which suggested the method of construction of the map !.
Let S=K[P1 , ..., Pn , Q1 , ..., Qn] where P1 , ..., Pn , Q1 , ..., Qn are com-
muting indeterminates. Define K-algebra homomorphisms P, Q: R  S
by P(xi)=Pi and Q(xi)=Qi . Define a K-linear coboundary map $:
HomK (Yp&1 , S)  HomK (Yp , S) as follows. If p1 and F # HomK (Yp&1 ,
S) and u1  . . .up # (p define
($F )(u1 } } } up)=P(u1)F(u2  } } } up)
+ :
p&1
k=1
(&1)k F(u1 } } } uk uk+1  } } } up)
+(&1) p F(u1  } } } up&1) Q(up). (7.10)
When p=1 we have (0=[1] and HomK (Yp&1 , S)=HomK (K, S)&S. In
this case (7.10) says ($F )(u)=F(1)(P(u)&Q(u)) for u # U. Note that $
depends on =, ’. The coboundary is used simply as a notational device; we
do not compute any cohomology. Suppose 1j1 , ..., jpn are distinct
indices and 1i1 , ..., ipn are any indices. Define
sgn \ i1 } } } ipj1 } } } jp+={
sgn(?)
0
(7.11)
where the value is sgn(?) if there is a permutation ? # Sp such that i?k=jk
for 1kp, and the value is 0 otherwise. Note that if ? exists then it is
unique because j1 , ..., jp are assumed to be distinct. The main effort in this
section lies in the proof of the following
Lemma 7.12. Let =, ’: R  K be K-algebra homomorphisms. There exist
K-linear maps Fi1. . .ip : Yp  S for 1pn and 1i1 , ..., ipn such that
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Fi1. . .ip(xj1  } } } xjp)=
1
p!
sgn \ i1 } } } ipj1 } } } jp+ (7.13)
Fi?1 . . . i ?p=sgn(?) Fi1 . . . ip , ? # Sp (7.14)
$Fi2 . . . i p= :
n
i1=1
Fi1 . . . ip(Pi1&Qi 1). (7.15)
It is understood in (7.13) that j1 , ..., jp are distinct and xj 1 , ..., xjp # X so
that xj1  } } } xjp # (p . If p=1 then the set of indices [i2 , ..., ip] on the left
hand side of (7.15) is empty and we agree that F< # Hom(K, S) is given by
F< (1)=1S . It is natural to try to prove the existence of the Fi1 . . . ip by induc-
tion on p. If p=1 then Lemma 7.12 simply asserts that there exist polyno-
mials F1(u), ..., Fn(u) # S depending on u # U such that Fi (x)=1 for x # X and
P(u)&Q(u)= :
n
i=1
Fi (u)(Pi&Qi). (7.16)
The Fi (u) do indeed exist; since P, Q are K-algebra homomorphisms and
P(xi)=pi , Q(xi)=Qi it follows that P(u)&Q(u) lies in the ideal of S
generated by the Pi&Qi . Now suppose, in an attempt to argue by induc-
tion, that p=2. Formula (7.15) demands the existence, for the chosen Fi (u)
in (7.16), of polynomials Fij (u1 u2) # S depending u1u2 # (2 such that
($Fj)(u1 u2)= :
n
i=1
Fij (u1u2)(Pi&Qi) 1jn. (7.17)
Let Ij be the ideal of S generated by the Pi&Qi with i{j. Then (7.16)
implies P(u)&Q(u)#Fj (u)(Pj&Qj) mod Ij . Apply this congruence in case
u=u1 , u=u2 , u=u1 u2 . It follows from (7.17) and (7.10) that
(Pj&Qj)($Fj)(u1 u2)
=(Pj&Qj)(P(u1) Fj (u2)&Fj (u1u2)+Fj (u1) Q(u2))
#P(u1)(P(u2)&Q(u2))&(P(u1 u2)&Q(u1 u2))
+(P(u1)&Q(u1)) Q(u2)
=0
where # means congruence mod Ij . Since Ij is a prime ideal of S which does
not contain Pj&Qj we conclude that ($Fj)(u1 u2) # Ij . Thus there exist
polynomials Fij (u1u2) # S which satisfy (7.17) with Fjj (u1 u2)=0. The
problem is to choose the Fij (u1u2) so that they also satisfy the skew
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symmetry condition Fji (u1u2)=&Fij (u1 u2) for 1i, jn required by
(7.14). If we multiply (7.17) by Pj&Qj , sum over j, and use (7.16) with j in
place of i, we find that the Fij (u1u2) satisfy
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
Fij (u1u2)(Pi&Qi)(Pj&Qj)=0. (7.18)
If the answer to Question 1.10 is ‘‘yes’’, with Fij=Fij (u1u2) and
si=Pi&Qi , then we may replace the matrix (Fij (u1u2)) by a skew sym-
metric matrix (Gij (u1u2)) and satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.12 with
p=2. We are then faced with new problems when p=3.
Thus we do not argue Lemma 7.12 by induction on p. The approach we
take is to find, for each p, a special set of polynomials Fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up).
These polynomials appear as coefficients in a generating function. The proof
of the following Proposition 7.19 contains the construction in case p=1. We
formulate it in a manner which makes both the statement and the proof
independent of the rest of the paper. If :=(a1 , ..., an) # Nn write
x:=xa 11 } } } x
a n
n . If F=x
: then the polynomisls Fi furnished by Proposition
7.19 are the desired Fi (u) in Lemma 7.12 when u=x:.
Proposition 7.19. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let P1 , ..., Pn ,
Q1 , ..., Qn and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminates. Let S=K[P1 , ..., Pn , Q1 , ..., Qn].
If F # K[x1 , ..., xn] then there exist unique polynomials Fi # S, depending on
F, such that
F(P1 , ..., Pn)&F(Q1 , ..., Qn)= :
n
i=1
Fi (Pi&Qi) (7.20)
and
Fi
Pj
=
Fj
Pi
Fi
Qj
=
Fj
Qi
1i, jn. (7.21)
Proof. Let T1 , ..., Tn be a new set of indeterminates. If :=(a1 , ..., an) #
Nn write T :=T a11 } } } T
an
n and write &:&=a1+ } } } +an . Define P
:, Q:
similarly. Let
c:=\a1+ } } } +ana1 , ..., an +
denote the multinomial coefficient. We agree to write c:=0 if : # Zn&Nn.
For 1in let =i=(0, ..., 1, ..., 0) where 1 is in the i-th position. For
1in and : # Nn define Fi, : # S by
Fi, := :
;+#=:&=i
c; c#
c:
P;Q#. (7.22)
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Let
Z=P1T1+ } } } +PnTn W=Q1T1+ } } } +QnTn . (7.23)
Then
:
: # N n
c: Fi, :T :=
Ti
(1&Z)(1&W)
. (7.24)
Thus
1
1&Z
&
1
1&W
=
1
(1&Z)(1&W)
:
n
i=1
(Pi&Qi) Ti
= :
: # N n
:
n
i=1
(Pi&Qi) c:Fi, : T :. (7.25)
On the other hand
1
1&Z
&
1
1&W
= :
: # N n
c:(P:&Q:) T :. (7.26)
Thus, equating coefficients of T : in (7.25) and (7.26) we get
P:&Q:= :
n
i=1
Fi, :(Pi&Qi). (7.27)
Since

Pj
Ti
(1&Z)(1&W)
=
TiTj
(1&Z)2 (1&W)
=

Pi
Tj
(1&Z)(1&W)
it follows from (7.24) that Fi Pj=FjPi . Similarly FiQj=FjQi .
Thus if F=x: then the Fi, : satisfy the conditions of the lemma. The exist-
ence for general F follows by K-linearity. To prove uniqueness it suffices to
show that if polynomials Fi # S satisfy ni=1 Fi (Pi&Qi)=0 and condition
(7.21) then Fi=0. In general if L is a field of characteristic zero and
P1 , ..., Pn are indeterminates over L and polynomials Fi # L[P1 , ..., Pn]
satisfy FiPj=FjPi then, by the Poincare lemma, there exists a polyno-
mial G # L[P1 , ..., Pn] such that Fi=GPi . Apply this with L=
K(Q1 , ..., Qn). Then ni=1 (GPi)(Pi&Qi)=0. Write G=: # N n G:P
:
where G: # K[Q1 , ..., Qn]L. Since G is a polynomial, only finitely many
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G: are nonzero. Let m be the largest integer for which there exists a nonzero
coefficient G: with &:&=m. Then
0= :
n
i=1
G
Pi
Pi& :
n
i=1
G
Pi
Qi
= :
n
i=1
Pi

Pi
:
&:&m
G:P:& :
n
i=1
G
Pi
Qi
= :
&:&m
&:&G:P:& :
n
i=1
G
Pi
Qi .
If m>0 and &:&=m, then equating coefficients of P: on both sides gives
&:&G:=0 and hence G:=0, a contradiction. Thus m=0 so G # L. Thus
Fi=GPi=0. Note that we have not used the condition FiQj=
FjQi in the proof of uniqueness. K
There is an alternate construction of the polynomials in Proposition 7.19
which does not use a generating function. We give the main idea and omit
the details. Suppose first that F=x1 } } } xn . Begin with the identity
P1 } } } Pn&Q1 } } } Qn= :
n
i=1
P1 } } } Pi=1(Pi&Qi) Qi+1 } } } Qn . (7.28)
Thus we have a formula of the shape (7.20). We do not have (7.21). To
remedy this let ? be a permutation of [1, ..., n] and replace Pi , Qi by
P?i , Q?i in (7.28). The left hand side is unchanged. Thus we get a more sym-
metric expression of P1 } } } Pn&Q1 } } } Qn as an S-linear combination of the
Pi&Qi by averaging over the symmetric group Sn . The resulting formula,
after some effort, is
P1 } } } Pn&Q1 } } } Qn=
1
n!
:
n
i=1
:
J _ K=[1, ..., @^, ..., n]
|J |! |K |! PJQK (Pi&Qi)
(7.29)
where PJ=>j # J Pj , QK=>k # K Qk and the union J _ K is disjoint. Thus Fi
is 1n! times the inner sum in (7.29). This agrees with (7.22) in case
F=x1 } } } xn . The case of a general monomial F may be reduced to this
special case by an introduction of ‘‘extraneous’’ indeterminates as in the
proof of Proposition 6.1. I do not know an analogous construction of the
Fi1 . . .ip(u1  } } } up) for p2.
The method we use to prove Lemma 7.12 is an elaboration of the method
used to prove Proposition 7.19. Let I=[1, ..., n]. If :=(a1 , ..., an) #
Nn define the support supp(:)=[i # I | ai{0]. If u=x: # U define
supp(u)=supp(:). If u1 } } } up # (p then the sets Jk=supp(uk)
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with 1kp are pairwise disjoint because (uj , uk)=1 when 1j{kp.
We consider certain sums indexed by p-tuples of pairwise disjoint subsets
of I. The present argument requires disjointness in the computation of
these sums; this is the reason for the coprimality hypothesis in our
definition of the basis (p for the subspace Yp of Tp(R). If JI let N(J)=
[: # Nn | supp(:)J]. If J1 , ..., Jp are pairwise disjoint subsets of I let
N(J1 , ..., Jp)=[:1+ } } } +:p | :k # N(Jk) for 1kp].
We agree that J1 . . ., Jp always denote pairwise disjoint subsets of I and that
when the symbols : and :1 , ..., :p appear in the same formula we have
:=:1+ } } } +:p with :k # N(Jk) for 1kp. Note that the :k are uniquely
determined by : and the sets J1 , ..., Jp . Let
((J1 , ..., Jp)=[u1  } } } up # (p | supp(uk) # N(Jk) for 1kp].
Thus if : # N(J1 , ..., Jp) then x:1  } } } x:p # ((J1 , ..., Jp). Let Y(J1 , ..., Jp)
be the subspace of Y spanned by ((J1 , ..., Jp). Thus
(p= .
(J1, ..., Jp)
((J1 , ..., Jp) Yp= :
(J1, ..., Jp)
Y(J1 , ..., Jp) (7.30)
where the union and sum are over all p-tuples (J1 , ..., Jp) of pairwise disjoint
subsets of I. The sets in the union (7.30) are not pairwise disjoint. For exam-
ple if JkJ$k for 1kp then ((J1 , ..., Jp)((J$1 , ..., J$p). Thus the sum in
(7.30) is not a direct sum. If JI let /J be the characteristic function of J.
Thus /J (i)=1 if i # J and /J (i)=0 if i  J. For simplicity of notation write
/(i, J)=/J (i). Fix indices 1i1 , ..., ipn and pairwise disjoint subsets
J1 , ..., Jp of I. Define a matrix X(
i1 . . . i p
J 1 . . .J p) by requiring that its (r, s) entry be
/(ir , Js) for 1r, sp. Define
sgn \ i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp+=det X \
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp+= :? # Sp sgn(?) /(i?1 , J1) } } } /(i?p , Jp). (7.31)
Thus sgn( i 1 . . . i pJ 1 . . .Jp)=sgn(?) if there exists ? # Sp such that i?k # Jk for 1kp
and sgn( i 1 . . . i pJ 1 . . .J p )=0 otherwise. Note that if ? exists then it is unique because
J1 , ..., Jp are pairwise disjoint. If J1=[ j1], ..., Jp=[ jp] then sgn as defined
in (7.31) agrees with sgn as defined in (7.11). We record the following
property of sgn for later use: if Jk=J$k _ J"k disjoint union, then
sgn \ i1 . . . ik . . . ipJ1 . . .Jk . . .Jp+=sgn \
i1 . . . ik . . . ip
J1 . . .J$K . . .Jp++sgn \
i1 . . . ik . . . ip
J1 . . .J"k . . .Jp+ . (7.32)
To check (7.32) note that both terms on the right hand side cannot be
different from zero because J1 , ..., Jp are pairwise disjoint. Next we define
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various polynomials and formal power series in the indeterminates T1 , ..., Tn
with coefficients in S which will be used to construct the functions Fi1. . .ip in
Lemma 7.12. Example 7.48 may help the reader understand the construc-
tion. For JI define
ZJ=ZJ (T1 , ..., Tn)= :
j # J
Pj Tj , WJ=WJ (T1 , ..., Tn)= :
j # J
Qj Tj . (7.33)
In case J=I these are the sums Z, W defined in (7.23) which we used in case
p=1. For 0kp define
LkJ1 . . .Jp=L
k
J1 . . .Jp(T1 , ..., Tn)=1& :
k
i=1
ZJi& :
p
i=k+1
WJi (7.34)
and define
2J1 . . .Jp=2J1 . . .Jp(T1 , ..., Tn)= `
p
k=0
LkJ1 . . .Jp . (7.35)
If 1i1 , ..., ipn define formal power series
8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp=8
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(T1 , ..., Tn)=sgn \ i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp+
Ti1 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .Jp
. (7.36)
We suppress the indeterminates T1 , ..., Tn in our notation for the poly-
nomials and power series just defined, except for the formulas (below) which
involve a ‘‘change of variable’’ T $i [ Ti . Let S[[T1 , ..., Tn]]
be the S-algebra of formal power series with coefficients in S. If 8 #
S[[T1 , ..., Tn]] and : # Nn let [T :]8 denote the coefficient of T : in 8.
Define a K-linear map F i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp : Y(J1 , ..., Jp)  S by
c:F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(x:1  } } } x:p)=[T :] 8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp (7.37)
where :=:1+ } } } +:p # N(J1 , ..., Jp), x:1  } } } x:p # (p(J1 , ..., Jp) and,
as before, c: is the multinomial coefficient. Thus
8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp= :
: # N(J1 , ..., Jp)
c:F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(x:1  } } } x:p)T :. (7.38)
For example if p=1 and J=I then for i # I
8iI=
Ti
(1&P1T1& } } } &PnTn)(1&Q1T1& } } } &QnTn)
so F iI (x
:)=Fi, : as in (7.24). The following lemma shows that if (J1 , ..., Jp)
and (K1 , ..., Kp) are p-tuples of pairwise disjoint subsets of I then the
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K-linear maps F i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp and F
i1 . . . ip
K1 . . .Kp agree on the intersection of their domains
and may thus be used to define a K-linear map Fi1 . . . ip : Yp  S.
Lemma 7.39. Suppose 1i1 , ..., ipn. Suppose (J1 , ..., Jp) and
(K1 , ..., Kp) are p-tuples of pairwise disjoint subsets of I. If
u1  } } } up # ((J1 , ..., Jp) & ((K1 , ..., Kp) then
F i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp(u1 } } } up)=F
i1 . . . ip
K1. . .Kp
(u1  } } } up).
Proof. For 1kp write uk=x:k. Let Hk=supp(:k). Then
u1  } } } up # ((H1 , ..., Hp). If we can prove the desired assertion for
(J1 , ..., Jp) and (H1 , ..., Hp) then, by the same argument applied to
(K1 , ..., Kp) and (H1 , ..., Hp) we are done. Thus we may assume
Kk=supp(:k) and we have Kk Jk for 1kp. If Ti1 } } } Tip does not divide
T :=T :1+ } } } +:p then, by (7.36), we have F i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp(x
:1  } } } x:p)=
0=F i1 . . . ipK1 . . .Kp(x
:1  } } } x:p) and the assertion is proved. Thus we may
assume that Ti1 } } } Tip divides T
:. Then [i1 , ..., ip]supp(:)
K1 _ } } } _ Kp . Define an S-algebra endomorphism \ of S[[T1 , ..., Tn]] by
\(Ti )={Ti0
if i # K1 _ } } } _ Kp
otherwise.
Note that Kk meets Jj only for k=j because J1 ,. . ., Jp are pairwise disjoint.
Thus ZKk=\(ZJk) and WKk=\(WJk) for 1kp. It follows from (7.34)
and (7.35) that LkK1 . . .Kp=\(L
k
J1 . . .Jp) and thus 2K1 . . .Kp=\(2J1 . . .Jp). Also
\(Ti1 } } } Tip)=Ti1 } } } Tip because [i1 , ..., ip]K1 _ . . . _ Kp . Thus 8
i1 . . . ip
K1 . . .Kp
=
\(8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp). It follows that
8i1 . . . ipK1 . . .Kp= :
; # N(J1, ..., Jp)
c;F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(x;1  } } } x;p) \(T ;).
It is understood here that ;=;1+ } } } +;p . Since \(T ;)=T ; if ; #
N(K1 , ..., Kp) and \(T ;)=0 if ;  N(K1 , ..., Kp) we have
8i1 . . . ipK1 . . .Kp= :
; # N(K1, ..., Kp)
c;F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(x;1 } } } x; p) T ;.
The lemma follows by comparing coefficients of T : on both sides. K
Let u1  } } } up # (p . By (7.30) we may choose J1 , ..., Jp with
u1  . . . up # ((J1 , ..., Jp). If 1i1 , ..., ipn define
Fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up)=F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(u1 } } } up). (7.40)
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If p=1 then Fi (x:)=F iI(x
:)=Fi, : as in (7.24). Lemma 7.39 shows that the
definition given in (7.40) does not depend on the choice of J1 , ..., Jp . Thus
we have a well defined K-linear map Fi1 . . . ip : Yp  S. We will show that the
maps Fi1 . . . ip satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.12. To verify (7.13) let
J1=[ j1], ..., Jp=[ jp] where j1 , ..., jp are distinct. Then xj1  } } } xjp #
((J1 , ..., Jp). The multi-index corresponding to xj1  } } } xjp # ((J1 , ..., Jp)
in (7.38) is :==j1+ } } } +=jp so c:=p! and T
:=Tj1 } } } Tjp . Thus
p! Fi1 . . . ip(xj1  } } } xjp)=c:F
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
(xj1  } } } xjp)
=[Tj1 } } } Tjp] 8
i1 . . . ip
J1 . . .Jp
=[Tj1 } } } Tjp] sgn \ i1 . . . ipj1 . . . jp+
Ti1 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .Jp
=sgn \ i1 . . . ipj1 . . . jp+ .
The last equality follows because the constant term of 2J1 . . .Jp is 1 and
sgn( i1 . . . i pj 1. . . j p)=0 when Tj1 } } } Tjp{Ti1 } } } Tip . This proves (7.13). The condition
(7.14) is satisfied because sgn( i ?1 . . . i ?pj1 . . . jp )=sgn(?) sgn(
i1 . . . i p
j1 . . . j p
). To complete the
proof of Lemma 7.12 we must show that the maps Fi1 . . . ip satisfy (7.15). We
will do this using the formal power series identity in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.41. Let J1 , ..., Jp be pairwise disjoint subsets of I. If
: # N(J1 , ..., Jp) write :=:1+ } } } +:p where :k # N(Jk) for 1kp. Then
:
: # N(J1, ..., Jp)
c:($Fi2 i3 . . . ip)(x
:1  } } } x:p) T := :
n
i1=1
8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp(Pi1&Qi 1).
Proof. It follows from the coboundary formula (7.10) that the sum on
the left hand side may be written as  pk=0 (&1)
k Sk where
S0= :
: # N(J1, ..., Jp)
c: P(x:1) Fi2 . . . ip(x
:2  } } } x:p)T :
Sk= :
: # N(J1, ..., Jp)
c:Fi2. . .ip(x
:1  } } } x:k+:k+1  } } } x:p) T :,
1kp&1
Sp= :
: # N(J1, ..., Jp)
c: Fi2 . . . ip(x
:1  } } } x:p&1) Q(x:p)T :.
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First consider Sk for 1kp&1. Since supp(:k+:k+1)Jk _ Jk+1 we
have
Fi2 . . . ip(x
:1  } } } x:k+:k+1  } } } x:p)
=F i2 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jk&1, Jk _ Jk+1, Jk+2. . .Jp(x
:1  } } } x:k+:k+1  } } } x:p).
It follows from (7.38) and (7.36) that
Sk=8
i 2 . . . i p
J 1 . . .Jk&1 , Jk _ Jk+1 , J k+2 . . .Jp
=sgn \ i2J1
. . .
. . .
ik
Jk&1
ik+1
Jk _ Jk+1
ik+2
Jk+2
. . .
. . .
ip
Jp+
_
Ti 2 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .Jk&1 , Jk _ J k+1, J k+2. . .Jp
.
Consider the denominator on the right hand side. Since Jk and Jk+1 are
disjoint we have ZJk _ Jk+1=ZJk+ZJk+1 and WJk _ Jk+1=WJk+WJk+1 . Thus
LiJ1 . . .Jk&1, Jk _ Jk+1, Jk+2. . .Jp={L
i
J1 . . .Jp
Li+1J1 . . .Jp
if 1ik&1
if kip&1
so
2J1 . . .Jk&1, Jk _ Jk+1, Jk+2. . .Jp=
2J1 . . .Jp
LkJ1 . . .Jp
.
Thus for 1kp&1 we have
Sk=sgn \ i2 . . . ik ik+1 ik+2. . . ipJ1 . . .Jk&1 , Jk _ Jk+1 , Jk+2. . .Jp+
Ti2 } } } Tip
2J 1 . . .Jp
LkJ 1 . . .Jp . (7.42)
Next consider the sum S0 . If :=;+# where ;, # # Nn then &:&=&;&+&#&.
If, in addition, supp(;) & supp(#)=< then
c:=\&:&&#&+ c;c# where \
&:&
&#&+=
&:&!
&;&! &#&!
is the binomial coefficient. Choose ;=:&:1 and #=:1 . For simplicity of
notation write H=J1 . Then supp(;) & supp(#)(J2 _ } } } _ Jp) & H=<.
Thus, setting ;i=:i for 2ip we have
S0= :
; # N(J2 , ..., Jp)
c; F
i2 . . . ip
J2 . . .Jp
(x;2  } } } x;p) T ; :
# # N(H) \
&#&+&;&
&#& + c#P(x#)T #.
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Assume, for simplicity of notation, that H=[1, ..., h] for some positive
integer h. Then the inner sum is
:
# # N h \
&#&+&;&
&#& + c#P(x#) T #= :m # N \
m+&;&
m +
_ :
&#&=m
m!
m1 ! } } } mh !
(P1T1)m 1 } } } (PhTh)mh
= :
m # N \
m+&;&
m + ZmH
=(1&ZH )&&;&&1.
This gives
S0=(1&ZH)&1 :
; # N(J2 , ..., Jp)
c; F
i2 . . . ip
J2 . . .Jp
(x;2  } } } x;p) T ;(1&ZH)&&;&
=(1&ZH)&1 8
i2 . . . ip
J2 . . .Jp
(T $1 , ..., T $n)
where T $i=(1&ZH)&1Ti . To compute 8
i2 . . . ip
J2 . . .Jp
(T $1 , ..., T $n) we return to the
definition (7.36). If JI then
ZJ (T $1 , ..., T $n)= :
j # J
PjT $j=(1&ZH)&1ZJ ,
WJ (T $1 , ..., T $n)= :
j # J
Qj T $j=(1&ZH)&1 WJ .
Suppose 0kp&1. Since LkJ2 . . .Jp=1&
k+1
i=2 ZJi&
p
i=k+2 WJi and H=J1
we have
LkJ2 . . .Jp(T $1 , ..., T $n)=1&(1&ZH)
&1 \ :
k+1
i=2
ZJi& :
p
i=k+2
WJi+
=(1&ZH)&1 \1& :
k+1
i=1
ZJi& :
p
i=k+2
WJ i+
=(1&ZH)&1 Lk+1J1 . . .Jp .
Thus
2J2 . . .Jp(T $1 , ..., T $n)= `
p&1
k=0
LkJ2 . . .Jp(T $1 , ..., T $n)
=(1&ZH)&p `
p&1
k=0
Lk+1J1 . . .Jp
=(1&ZH)&p
2J1 . . .Jp
L0J1 . . .Jp
.
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This gives
S0=(1&ZH )&1 8
i 2 . . . i p
J 2 . . .Jp
(T$1 , ..., T$n)
=(1&ZH )&1 sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ2 . . .Jp+
T$i2 } } } T$i p
2J2 . . .J p(T$1 , ..., T$n)
=(1&ZH )&p sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ2 . . .Jp+
Ti2 } } } Ti p
2J2 . . .J p(T$1 , ..., T$n)
=sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ2 . . .Jp+
Ti2 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .J p
L0J1 . . .Jp . (7.43)
A similar and slightly simpler calculation shows that
Sp=sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp&1+
Ti 2 } } } Tip
2J 1 . . .Jp
LpJ1 . . .J p . (7.44)
Now combining (7.42) and (7.43) and (7.44) we get
2J1 . . .Jp
Ti 2 } } } Tip
:
p
k=0
(&1)k Sk
=sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ2 . . .Jp+ L0J1 . . .J p
+ :
p&1
k=1
(&1)k sgn \i2 . . . ikJ1 . . .Jk&1,
ik+1
Jk _ Jk+1 ,
ik+2. . . ip
Jk+2. . .Jp+ LkJ1 . . .Jp
+(&1)p sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp&1+ LpJ1 . . .Jp
= :
p
k=1
(&1)k&1 sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ1 . . .J k . . .Jp+ (Lk&1J 1 . . .Jp&LkJ 1 . . .Jp)
where the second equality follows from (7.32) applied to each of the terms
with 1kp&1. It follows from (7.34) that for 1kp we have
Lk&1J1 . . .Jp&L
k
J1 . . .Jp=ZJk&WJk= :
n
i=1
/(i, Jk) Ti (Pi&Qi)
where, as in (7.31), / denotes the characteristic function. Thus
:
p
k=0
(&1)k Sk=
Ti2 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .Jp
:
n
i=1
Ti (Pi&Qi) :
p
k=1
(&1)k&1 /(i, Jk)
_sgn \ i2 . . . ipJ1 . . .J k . . .Jp+ .
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Replace the summation index i by i1 . The inner sum is the expansion by
minors of the first row of det X ( i 1 . . . i pJ1 . . .Jp)=sgn(
i1 . . . i p
J 1 . . .Jp
) where X ( i1 . . . i pJ1 . . .Jp) is
defined in (7.31). Thus
:
p
k=0
(&1)k Sk= :
n
i1=1
Ti 2 } } } Tip
2J1 . . .Jp
sgn \ i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp+ Ti1(Pi1&Qi1 )
= :
n
i1=1
8i1 . . . ipJ1 . . .Jp(Pi1&Qi1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.41 and thus completes the proof of
Lemma 7.12. K
Finally, we use Lemma 7.12 to prove Proposition 7.9 and hence Proposi-
tion 7.1. Let %: S  K be the K-algebra homomorphism defined by %(Pi)=
=(xi) and %(Qi)=’(xi). If F # HomK (Yp , S) define %F # HomK (Yp , K) by
(%F )(u1  } } } up)=%(F(u1  } } } up)). For 1i1 , ..., ipn let fi1 . . . ip=
%(Fi1 . . . ip) where Fi1 . . . ip is given by Lemma 7.12. Since Fi1 . . . ip is skew
symmetric in its indices, so is fi1 . . . ip . Define a K-linear map !: Y  V by
!(u1 } } } up)= :
1i1 . . .<ipn
fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up) xi1 7 } } } 7 xip
=
1
p!
:
1i1, ..., ipn
fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up) xi1 7 } } } 7 xip . (7.45)
We check that ! satisfies the conditions of Proposition 7.9. Clearly !
preserves tensor degree. To show that !‘w=w for all w # V we may
assume that w=xj1 7 } } } 7 xjp where j1< } } } <jp . Then
!‘(xj1 7 } } } 7 xjp)
= :
? # Sp
sgn(?) :
1i1< } } } <ipn
fi1 . . . ip(xj?1  } } } xj?p) xi1 7 } } } 7 xip .
Since i1< } } } <ip and j1< } } } <jp it follows from (7.13) that
fi1 . . . ip(xj?1  } } } xj?p)=Fi1 . . . ip(xj?1  } } } xj?p)
={sgn(?)p!0
if j1=i1 , ..., jp=ip
otherwise.
Thus
!‘(xj1 7 } } } 7 xjp)= :
? # Sp
sgn(?)
1
p!
sgn(?) xj1 7 } } } 7 xjp=xj1 7 } } } 7 xjp .
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This proves that !‘ is the identity map of V. To show that !=, ’=|!
note first that
( p&1)! |!(u1 } } } up)
=
1
p
:
1i1, ..., ipn
fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up)
_ :
p
k=1
(&1)k&1 |(xik) xi1 7 } } } 7 x^ik 7 } } } 7xip
= :
1i1, ..., ipn
fi1 . . . ip(u1 } } } up) |(xi1) xi2 7 } } } 7 xip (7.46)
where the last equality follows from the skew symmetry of fi1 . . . ip in its
indices. Since %(P(u))==(u) and %(Q(u))=’(u) for u # U, it follows from
the definitions of =, ’, ! and $ that
( p&1)! !=, ’(u1  } } } up)
= :
1i2, ..., ipn
%($Fi2 . . . ip)(u1 } } } up) xi2 7 } } } 7 xip . (7.47)
Since =(x)&’(x)=|(x) for x # X it follows from (7.15) that
%($Fi2 . . . ip)= :
i1=1
|(xi1) fi1 . . . ip .
If we insert this into (7.47) we see that ( p&1)! !=, ’(u1  } } } up) is given
by the expression on the right hand side of (7.46). Thus !=, ’=|!. Thus
Lemma 7.12 implies Proposition 7.9. The proof of Proposition 7.1 is
complete. K
Example 7.48. We use the preceding construction to compute the
entry !(x1 x2 x3) in Table III. By (7.45) we have
!(x1x2 x3)=f12(x1x2x3) x1 7x2+f13(x1x2x3) x1 7 x3
+f23(x1x2x3) x2 7 x3 .
Since x1x2x3=x=1 x=2+=3 we have :==1+=2+=3 in (7.38) Thus c:=3!
and T :=T1T2T3 . Let J1=[1] and J2=[2, 3]. Then x1x2x3 # ((J1 , J2)
so Fij(x1x2x3)=F ijJ1 J2(x1x2x3) for 1i<j3. Since sgn(
23
J1J2)=0 we
have 823J1J2=0 and thus F23(x1x2x3)=0 For j # J2 we have
3! F 1jJ1J2(x1 x2x3)=[T1T2 T3] 8
1j
J1 J2
=[T1T2T3] sgn \ 1jJ1J2+
T1 Tj
2J1J2
=[T1T2 T3]
T1Tj
2J1J2
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where the last equality holds because 1 # J1 and j # J2 . Since
L0J1J2=1&WJ1&WJ2=1&Q1T1&Q2T2&Q3T3
L1J1J2=1&ZJ1&WJ2=1&P1T1&Q2T2&Q3T3
L2J1 J2=1&ZJ1&ZJ2=1&P1T1&P2 T2&P3T3
we have
2J1J2=(1&Q1T1&Q2T2&Q3T3)(1&P1T1&Q2T2&Q3T3)
_(1&P1T1&P2T2&P3T3).
To compute the coefficient of T1T2 T3 in T1Tj 2J1J2 we may, in view of
the factor T1Tj , compute 12J1J2 modulo the ideal I of S[[T1 , ..., Tn]]
generated by all monomials in T1 , ..., Tn of degree two. If [ j, k]=[2, 3]
then
T1Tj
2J1J2
#T1 Tj (1+QkTk)(1+QkTk)(1+Pk Tk)#T1Tj (1+Pk+2Qk)
where # means congruence mod I. Thus 3! F12(x1x2 x3)=P3+2Q3 and
3! F13(x1x2 x3)=P2+2Q2 . If we set ai==(xi) and bi=’(xi) for i=
1, 2, 3 then 3! f12(x1x2 x3)=a3+2b3 and 3! f13(x1 x2x3)=a2+2b2 .
Thus
3! !(x1 x2 x3)=(a3+2b3) x1 7 x2+(a2+2b2) x1 7 x3
which is the formula for !(x1 x2 x3) given in Table IV. The reader
might check, using this formula that both 3! !=, ’(x1x2x3) and
3! |!(x1 x2x3) are equal to
&(2a2a3+a2b3+b2a3+2b2b3) x1+(a1a3+2a1 b3&b1a3&2b1 b3)x2
+(a1 a2+2a1b2&b1a2&2b1b2)x3
thereby confirming, in this example, that the map ! has the desired
property.
Remark 7.49 Note that SV has the structure of the Koszul com-
plex [3, p. 152] based on the regular sequence P1&Q1 , ..., Pn&Qn . The
Koszul boundary operator, call it P&Q, is given by
P&Q(sx1 7 } } } 7 xp)
= :
p
i=1
(&1) i&1 s(Pi&Qi)x1 7 } } } 7 x^i 7 } } } 7 xp
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for x1 , ..., xp # X and s # S. If we specialize Pi to =(xi) and Qi to ’(xi) and
let s=1, this is the formula for the boundary operator | on V. The
S-module ST(R) has the structure of chain complex with the Hochschild
boundary operator, call it P, Q, defined by
P, Q(sr1  } } } rp)=P(r1) sr2 } } } rp
+ :
p&1
i=1
(&1) i sr1  } } } ri ri+1  } } } rp
+(&1) p Q(rp)sr1  } } } rp&1
for r1 , ..., rp # R and s # S. Let Y/T(R) be as in Proposition 7.9. The
construction given in this section shows, in fact, that there exists an
S-linear map !P, Q: SY  SV/ST(R) such that !P, Q(1‘) is
the identity map of SV and the diagram
SY ww
P, Q
SY
!P, Q !P, Q
SV ww
P&Q
SV
commutes. I do not know if we can replace Y by T(R) in this diagram. In
the same vein, I do not know if we can extend the domain of !: Y  V
and replace Y by T(R) in Proposition 7.9 as we can in (7.3) under the
hypothesis =(x)=’(x) for all x # X.
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